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MEETINGS
THE ANNUAL MEE曾ING OF THE CORPORA-
TION, for the election of o鯖cers and transaction of busi"
ness, is held on the fourth Tuesday of January, at 3 P. M.
THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES bolds its annual meet-
ing on血e first Tuesday of February, and quarterly meet-
ings on the third Tuesdry of January, April, July, and
October, at 3 P.蘭. at the Ho呼ital. Special meetingさare
held by the direction of the President.
THE HOSPITAL COMMITTEE meets at the Hospital
On the call o雪the Superintendent, Or Whencver necessary・
COMMUNICATIONS REGARDING MEDICAL AND
SURGICAL STAFF should be directed to William O.
Mann, Secretary.
HOSPITAL LOCATIONS
The Main Ho卿ital is on East Concord Street, between
Hafrison- Avenue and Albany Street, Boston.
The Maternity Department is at the Main Hospital,
Boston.
The Fvans Memorial for Clinical Research and Preven-
tive Medicine is at No. 8o East Concord Street, Boston.
The Children,s Department (Clark Ward) is at |2‘ East
Brookline Strcet, Boston.
The Out-Patient Department is at 75O Harrison Avenue.
betweeh East Newton and East Concord Streets.
T垂phche - Private Branch Exchange (COnneCting all
departments) Tremont 35O.
‾‾ The West Department (for Contagio心s Diseases) is on
A置1ston and Washington Streets (near Commonwealth
Ave.), Brighton District. Telephone, Brighton 7OO.
The Convalescent Home for Women and Children is
at 3O4 SchooI Streetl Watertown. Telephone’Newton
North 555.
The Convalescent Home for Men is at 23 Everett Street,
Dorchester. Telephone) Dorchester 424O.
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Facts of Interest
|855, Act of Legislature establishing Hospital.
I87I, Hospital opened, January 23d.
First located at I4 Bu調Oughs Place, Boston・
Nunber of beds when opened, |6.
|874, Hospital moved to East Concord St. and one building
erected.
Nrmber of beds, 4O.
工884, Surgical wing opened.
|885, Training School for Nurses established.
工89I, Medical Wing and Surgical amex erected.
I897, Matemity Department at 4O West Newton St., OPened,
July |St.
I897, Nurses’Home on Stoughton St. erected.
|9O6, Homceopathic Medical Dispensary, Which had been in
existence for sixty years, became the Out-Patien七De-
Partment of the Hospital, February.
I9O8, John C. Haynes Memorial for contagious diseases erected
at A虹ston St., Brighton, COsting nearly $3OO,O∞.
重88o, Nunber of in-Patients treated, I9O.
|89O, Number of in-Pa七ients treated, 683.
I9OO, Number of in葛Patients treated, 2,284.
I9I4, Number of in-Patients treated,, 7,327.
Total nunber of in-Patients treated since opening Hos葛
pital, 79,877.
I9I4, ,Nunber of visits of out-Patients, 4|,287.
|9|4, Total expenditureタ$25|,|45.05.
Number of beds, 375.
Weekly per capita cost, $ェ5.47.
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Act of Incorporation
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
CHAPTER 4重I OFI THE AcTS OF I855
AN AcT富O INCORPORAm THE MASSACHUSETTS HoM畦OPA冒H重C HospIT▲L
B`書, `綿α〆e寄bγ脇e Semie α融Ho鋤ふe Of RepγeSel胸筋eちf′● Ge〃e′αl
Co録γI α∫$e肋bled, α初の勅e α鱒tho訪ソOj白he脚me, ○○ folloなの:
SECT重ON I. That Otis Clapp, John P. Jewett, Jacob Sleeper, Charles
B. Hall, George Bancroft, John D. Richardson, Adam W. Thaxter, Jr.,
Simon G. Cheever, Otis Tufts, Robert L Robbins and James Demie,
Jr., and their associates and succes8OrS are hereby made a corporation
by the name of the Massachu§ettS Homceopathic Hospital, With all thc
POWerS and privileges, and subject to a11 the duties, liabilities, and
restrictions set forth in the forty-fourth chapter of the Revised
Statutes; Said Hospital to be located in Boston.
SECT. 2. Said corporation may take and receive, hold, PurChase, and
POS§eSS, Of and from all and any person or persons disposed to aid thc
benevolent purposes of this institution any devises and grants of land3
and tenements言n fee simple and otherwise, and any donations and
bequests of money or other property, to be used and improved for
the erection, SuPPOrt, and maintenance of a hospital for sick persons.
SECT. 3. The property to be holden by said corporation shall not
exceed in value two hundred thousand dollars, Of which one-half may
be in real cstate.
SECT. 4. Said corporation may establi§h by-laws and rules for thc
govemment and regulations of its a億airs, and may provide therein
for the election of such o航cers as may be thought proper.
SECT. 5. This act shall take effect upon its passage.
AIpγ0卯d ㍍ay重9,重85与.
CHAPTER 26 or THE AcTS or I884.
AN AcT∴TO AuT遍ORTZE THE MASSACHUSETTS HoMCEOPA富HIC Hosprr▲L
ro HoLD ADD重TIONAL REAL AND P腿SONAL Es富Am.
Be i寝nαCfed bツタhe Se伽!e α,ed Ho鮒e Of ReIγe3e融の海es,訪G肋e名αl
Co調所のふ5embled, α′,d bヅ脇e α〃fhor砂of the心の利けe, α$ follo郷:
SECTION I. The Massachusetts Homceopathic Hospital i§ au血orized,
for the purposes set forth in its act of incorporation, tO hold property
to the amol重nt Of six hmdred thousand dollars, Of whicl事One-half may
be in real e§tate.
SECT. 2. This act shall take effect upon its pas§age.
AIIγ0年Ied Fcb.重8,重鎚4.
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C田A関取358 0F皿E A頃S Oす重8少.
AN ÅcT IN FAVOR OF∴富HE MASSACHUSETでS HoM低OPAT田IC Hosp重富▲L
Be jf eタ細`ted bγ脇e Se綿αie α融Hou$e Of ReクγeSe書証α切eち訪G鋤e柳I
Co鯛吟のS脇nbled, α1あd bγ書he鋤ihoγ訪ソol弓heふame, a$子ollo雄は:
SECTION I. There shall be allowed and paid out of the treasury of
the Commonwealth ‘a §um nOt eXCeeding one hundred and twenty thou-
sand dollars i重l aid of the Massachusetts Homceopathic Hospital, a
charitable corporation, Organized under ule raWs df this Commonwealth
and located in the City of Boston, tO be expended by the Trustees
thereof, for the purpose of building and fumishing an addition to the
present building, br for building a new building for the general ptlr-
POSeS Of said Hospital.
SECで. 2. In consideration of the grant provided for in Section one,
the Trustees of the Massachusetts Homceopathic Hospital sha11 pro・
vide for a representation on their board of five members, tO be
appointed by the Govemor with the advice and consent of the Council・
during the present year, aS follows: tWO for three years, tWO for
two years, and one for one year; and at the expiration of their re-
spective terms of service appointment sha11 be made for a tem of
three years; a11(l in丸rther consideration thereof the said Hospital
§hall forever maintain not less than twenty free beds.
SECT. 3. The Massachusetts Homceopathic Hospital shall accept and
comply with the provisions of this act to the satisfaction of the Gov・
ernor and Council, Within thirty days from its passage.
SECT. 4. All bills for expenditures under this act sha11 be presented
to the Auditor of the Commonwealth for approval, and certified to the
Governor and Council in the same manner as other claims against
the Commonwealth; PrOVided that no larger sum than sixty thou-
sand do11ars shall be paid during the year eighteen hundred and ninety.
SECT, 5. This act shall take effect tlPOn its passage.
Ap♪γ0リセd Jくまne 3タ重8∞.
CHAPTER 45 or THE AcTS OF I89置.
AN AcT∴TO AuTHORIZE T田E MASSÅCHUSETTS HoMCEOPATHIC HospITAL
TO HoLD ADDITIONAL PROP職TY.
Be盤露盤盈窺詑綴結露舞籍‡駕窮誘霊eγαl
SECTroN I. The Massachusetts Homceopathic Hospital is authorized,
for the purposes §et forth in its act of incorporation, tO hold property
to the amount of one mi11ion two hundred thousand dollars.
SECT. 2. This act shall take effect upon its passage.
A#γOe,ed March 6, I89重・
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CHAPTER 98 oF THE AcTS OF I898.
AN AcT∴TO AuTHORIZE THE MASSACHUSE町S HoM伍OPATHIC HospITAL
冒O HoI.D PROPERTY TO THE AMOUN曾OF THREE MILLION DoLLARS..
Be毒の細Cied的lhe Se?融e α1∂d Ho郷e Of R印γeSe海α海e$紡Ce彬γαI
Coルイαふ豊embled, a初by弓he鋤ihoγ砂of ihe 5αm, αふ子ollo郡で
SECTION I. The Massachusetts Homceopathic Hospital is hereby
authorized, for the purposes set forth in its act of incorporation, tO
hold property to an amount not exceeding three mi11ion dollars.
SECT. 2. This act shall take effect upon its passage.
Aク〆oさIed Feb. 24,重898.
CHAPTER I37 0F THE AcTS OF I898.
AN AcT∴TO AuTHORIZE THE HoM偶OPATHIC MEI)ICA|, DISPENSARY ro
TRANSFER ]TS FuN。S AND PROPERTY TO THE MASSACHUSE調S
HoM伍OPATHIC HospITAL.
Be海e綿αC雷ed by fhe SelOのきe O仰d Ho糊e Of Iie♪γeSe初α海eら訪Geleerαj
Couγi α∫∫embled, α1まd bツタhe α初hol・砂of ihe ∫ame, αS follo軸心:
SECTION I. The Homceopathic Medical Di§PenSary, incorporated by
Chapter one hundred and ninety-One Of the acts of the year eighteen
hundred and fifty-Six, and the trustees thereof, are hereby authorized
to transfer, aSSign, Set OVer, and convey a11 the funds and property
now or hereafter heId by it or them for the charitable purposes of
Said dispensary to the Massachusetts Homceopathic Hospital言ncor-
POrated by Chapter four hundred and eleven of the acts of the year
eighteen hundred and fifty-five, and said Massachusetts Homceopathic
Hospital is hereby authorized to receive and accept the §ame, and to
hold, manage, uSe. and dispose of the same as the trustees of the said
Hospital may from time to time deem best for the fulfilment of the
Charitab重e purposes of a dispensary.
SECT. 2. This act sha11 take effect upon its passage.
A〃γ0ひed March 3,宣898.
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Each visitor is expected to visit at lea’St tWice du血g the month assigned
and oftener if possible; to register in the visiting book and to report any
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FORTY-FIFTH ANNUAL REPORT
Report of the Trustees
Facing the title page of the la,St amual report of the Trustees,
WaS a View of the building of our Out-Patient Department at
the comer of Harrison Avenue and Stoughton Street and an
urgent appeal was made for funds to e血arge the building for
the additional accommodation of our Matemity Departmen七・
Through the great generosity of a friend who does not yet wish
his name given, the building is in process of construction and
We are able this year to preseut a co調eSPOnding view of the
building as it will look when completed next su劃mer.
The building will be a handsone fireproof five-StOry StruCture,
frcm plans of Kenda,1l, Taylor & Co., hospital architects, Of
Bos七〇n.
The entrance on Harrison Avenue wi11 be used exclusively
for the Out-Patient Department, W龍ch will occupy the ground
floor, first負oor and most of the second floor. A portion of the
SeCOnd floor will be devoted to examination rooms of the Mater_
nity Department, entranCe tO Which will be from Stoughton
Street through a memorial ha11. Fron this ha11 elevators and
Stairs will lead to the upper floors which have been assigned
上o the Matemity Departmen七. The third floor will be devoted
to wand patients, the fourth to semi-Pri`γate Patients and the
節th to private patients. There w劃be accommodation for 82
Matemity cases.
There wnl also be rooms for the intemes and extemes,調rS-
eries on each of the Matemity floors and a sola血m on each
floor on the Stoughton Street side.
This bullding when completed wi11 not only funish accom-
modation for our increasing Matemity cases, Of which we had
工5
54 at the end of the year, but will enlarge the facilities for
our Out-Patient Department in which the opportunities for
good work and better service are rapidly increasing. With
the modem ideas of proper social service and follow-uP WO血,
there seems to be no limit to the work that can be done when
roon and money become availa,ble.
W蘭e the plans for this building were being examined for
approval by the city authorities, a neW la高took e癒ect, re-
qu血ing that the ground amd first組00rS, already bunt, Should
be made fireproof, invoivi重Ig a COnSiderable anount of additional
W〇七k and expense.
Ⅵ岨e the work of the Department might have been carried
on during reconstruction, it would have been at great disad-
vaatage to patients, Sta龍amd workmen and involve much
greater risk of accidents; therefore the Tmstees concluded to
remove the Department to temporary quarters at number 3工
East Newton Street, into which the Department fitted in a
remarkable mamer. This building, a,t血e comer of two streets,
with outside light in every room and §un in neady every room,
overlocking Fracklin, Square at one comer and a schooI play-
ground at another, COntains, besides four padors or reception
rooms, 27 bedrooms and 6 ba,ths, a large dining-rOOm arrd
convenient kitchen.
Wi血our rapidly increasing plant, roOm muSt be found for
employees, and it may be wise to secure this building for a
longer time for this purpQSe. A passageway at the rear of the
building reaches Harrison Aveme, less than a block away,
almOSt directly opposite the door of the Out-Patient building.
This is written in the hope that our other greatest need, a
new and suital)le building for our Children’s Depa庇ment, may
cone to us. The present Cla血Ward is inconvenient, insu塙cient
and by no means adapted for the pu卿ose. It is possible that,
failing t虹s, the building 3I East Newton Street may be found
more suitable for a children’s ward than is the present Cla重k
Ward.
The Trustees believe that the reorganization of the Medical
and Sngical Departments at the begi宣ming of the year has
ProVed of皇如eat Value; it has centralized the responsib虹ty and
工6
resulted in greater e競ciency as we11 as ease in accomp臆hing
res億ts.
The report of the General Executive Corrmittee should
receive care餌attention, aS Should the reports of the Superin-
tendent and Pathdogist. Special attention is directed to their
remarks on the social service and follow項p work of the Hospital.
The curriculun of the Boston University SchooI of Medicine
has been rea調anged so that students of the senior class血all
du血g the forenoons throughout the co皿ege year be instructed
in our various clinics. The Trustees have felt that students
Were nOt taking the best advantage of their excellent opporL
tuni七ies and believe that the new arrangement will work for
the advantage of both Medical School and Hospital.
Financial Statement
The incone of the Hospital for I9重4 has been:
From patients, Main Hospital‥.. … … … … ‥　$I27,9OI.22
From patients, West Department. … … … … …　　44,328.7S
From patients, Evans Memorial Department … ‥　　9,2O3.78
Total from patients… … … … … … …. ‥　$重8重,433.75
From income of specねl funds‥ ‥ ‥. … ‥ …. …　　　57O.OO
From in∞me, Evans Memorial funds, aVailable ….　3,OSO.OO
From miscellaneous sources… … …. … … … ‥　　I,393.58
The expenditures have been :
Ac∞unt Of Main Hospital.. …. ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥
Account of West Department‥. ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥
Account of Evans Memorial Department
Total d印artmental expenses… … ….
Administration expenses, insuran∞, etC...
A totd of
$233, I87.00
…‥　餌73,8重4.53
… ‥　　46,739.54
… ‥　　重9,555・07
$240,重O9. I4
6,509.22
$246,6重8.36
Deficitin operations… … … … … … … …. $重3,43I.36
T拙ug into consideration pemanent improvements at the
Main Hospital during the year, $4,526.69, and the deficit of the
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Su調zy Bank Hone, $2,O64.83, the total deficit appears to have
捗るn $2o,°22.88.
Of this deficit -about $|I,O∞ larger than in |9|3 -SOme
$9,O∞ is on account of the falling o鱈in receipts at the Main
Hospital, indicating an unusually large proportion of free pa-
tients, W鮒e it appears from the Superintendent’s report that
nearly $3,5OO WaS expended in an umsual mamer along the
lines of fire prevention.
In the above statement the operations of the Children’s and
Out-Patient Departments, the Nash House and the Nurses’
Training School are included in the operations of the Main
Hospital. The incone from special funds is included only so
far as it was expended. for items for which the Hospital would
Otherwise have paid from its own funds.
Legacies have been received during the year |9I4
From estate of Benjamin Leeds… … … … … …　$50,OOO.OO
From estate of Katharine Knapp… … … … … ‥　　5,00O.OO
From estate of Timothy Davis… … … … … ….　I,OOO.OO
Fro皿eSta,te Of Clara E. Wellman… … … … ‥..　　42I.33
From estate of Mehitable C. C. Wilson… … … ‥　　　2OO.OO
$56,62重.33
The legacy from Mr. Leeds was for the establishment of free
beds, and for the same purpose donations were received from
Costello C. Converse…‥.……… ………….　紡,OOO.OO
M. Ida Converse
And for the fund to establish a free bed for nurses‥.  I,355.78
Many smaller donations are noted in the report of the Super-
intendent. The Treasurer reports that the resources of the
COrPOration have increased $IO2,439.78 du血g the year言n-
Cluding $5O,OOO On aCCOunt of the new Matemity building.
Patients Treated
The Superintendent reports the whole nunber of patients
treated in all departments as 28,26o, an increase of 8o8 over
重9重3・
宣8
Main Hospital
There were treated 6,489 Patients’a falling o鮮of重9 from
the preceding year. The da,ily average was 262.I9, an in-
CreaSe Of工3.7O. Of these 50.9 Per Cent. OCCuPied free beds,
ConPared with 4I Per Cent. in |9|3; 77.9O Per Cent. Part-Pay
beds, comPared with 78.23 Per Cent. in I9工3, and I9.4 Per Cent.
Pay beds, COmPared with 27.5 Per Cent. in I9|3.
The average stay in輯ospital was |4.7 days and the daily
average cost per patient was $|.87, Or, eXCluding infan七s, $2.2 I ,
C9mPared with $2・39 in I9I3.
Of the patients treated in the Main Hospital there were
treated:
暮9重4
Inmedical wards……・.……… …….　789
Insurgicalwards…………… … … …　3,5O3
Inobstetricalcases.……….……….. I,I62
The death rate on nunber treated was :
In medical cases…… … … … … … ….  IO.5　　　　8.3
In sungical cases… … … … … … … ….　3.O　　　　2.8
In obstetrical cases… … … … … … ….　I.4　　　I.4
an average on total mmber treated of 3.8 per cent., COmPared
With 3.3 Per Cent. in |9I3.
The receipts of the Main Hospital were‥ ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥　$重27,IO5.OO
Expenditures
ThecosttotheHospitalbeing… ………… …　鮎9,重重5.2I
Out-Patient Department
It ,aPPearS紅cm the Superintendent’s report that there were
treated I2,[88 patients who made 41,207 visits, a Slight falling
O鮮血om the record of I9I3 When I2,4I重Patients made 43,983
visits.
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The expenditures were :
For salaries and labor. ‥ , ‥. ‥
For supplies and miscellaneous ・
Ther∞eiptswere‥. ‥ ‥‥ ‥ ・
雀4,32 4.69
5,436.6重　　$9,76重.30
8,958.45
The cost to the Hospital being … … ‥　　　　　　　　$802.85
Clark Ward
The Clark Ward for Children is established at　|2　East
Brookline Street and has acco剛mOdation for 25 Patients a七
one time.
Seven hundred and sixty-nine children were treated in |9重4,
the daily average being 2O.75, ConPared with 2O.98 the prewious
year; the dally average cost per patient was $I"OI,.Slightly
less than in J9I3.
Theexpenditureswere… … …… , ……… … ‥　$7,627"95
The cost to the Hospital was… … … … … … …　$4,786.2O
Nash House
Our convalescent hone for men is established at 23 Everett
Street, Dorchester, adapted for |6 patients. The total nrm-
ber admitted in I9I4, the second year of operation, WaS 84,
8 more than in I9工3; the daily average nunber of patients
was 6.37, COmPared with 3.6 in |9I3; 2,325 days board was
fumished, COmPared with I,332 in |9|3, at a daily average cost
per palient of $I.57, COmPared with $2.49 in |9I3.
The expenditures were… … … … … … … … …　$3,67I.99
The receipts were
The cost to the Hospital was… … … … … … …　$3,O75.78
It should be noted that the cost of repairs is included in the
expenditures and in the daily average cost per patient; a COn-
siderable amount of painting was done at the Nash House in
I9工3 W龍ch largely increased the da11y average cost per patient.
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John C. Haynes Memorial
The Superintendent,s report shows that there were treated
in this, Our department for contagious diseases, On Allston and
WaS臆ngton Streets, A11ston District, Which we call the West
Department, 757 Patients, the largest mmber by over 3OO
treated in any year since its openmg mェ9O8.
宙44.328.75
The expenditures were… … … … … …. … … ‥　46,739.54
1 Thecostto theHospitalwas… … …… … … …　紛2,4IO.79
‘ Included in the expenditures is a considerable amount that
might be considered as being for permanent improvements.
The daily aveI.age COSt WaS $I.7O, the average nunber of
patients per day was 75.I7 and the average stay in Hospital
WaS 32 days.
The nrmber of deaths was 25, being 3 Per Cent. Of the nun-
ber treated, comPaned with 4.2 Per Cent. in I9I3.
FIorence Nightingale many years ago observed that what-
ever else hospitals may do they should not make people sick.
CI.OSS infection w址sometimes occur in any hospital for con-
tagious diseases; the probcb瀧ty is reduced to a minimun at
our West Department, With its separated wards and system of
oubicals, and especially with its separated wards for suspected
Evans Memorial Department
The nunber of patients treated was 345, being 64 less than
in I9I3; the daily average was重6.75, ConPared with I6.工3 in
I9|3, and the daily average cost per patient was $3.36, COm-
Pared with位e.98 in I9I3.
Theexpenditureswere… … … … … …… … ・卸9,555.O7
The receipts from patients… … … … … … … ・　9,2O3・78
Deficit from operations… … … … … … … …紳o,35I.29
Income from Evans Funds, aVailable for mainte-
Proportion for one year of the insurance premium. ・
Making the cost to the Hospital. ‥ ・ … ・ ‥ ‥ ‥ …
2工
3 ,050.○○
$7,30重.29
I87.50
$7,488.79
The expenditures named in the Suyerintendent,s report
PrOperly include all payments made by him, but these include
amounts chargeable to income for special puxposes.
The three endowment funds donated by Mrs. Evans were
established for carrying on the work contemplated by her in
making her great g批to the Hospita,1. In addition to the
building, fully equipped, her original deed of g批induded a
fund of $IOO,OOO, the income of w龍dl is to be used for the
maintenanee of the Department, $2,O∞ tO be amually avail-
able for salaries of laboratory and clinica宣assistants. As at
present invested, the income of t慮s fund is $4,55O, of which
$2,55O is available for the general purposes of maintenance.
Her second donation onJune 25, I9I2, WaS a fund of $6o,O∞,
the income of which is to be used as follows: $I,OOO amually
for l誼oratory research and investigation as decided by the
Memorial Sta籍; $50O amually for public educa七ion as de-
temined by the Director; $I,OOO anmally as awards for val-
uわle work in the Department to be detemined by the Memo-
rial Sta鱈・ Any part of these sums not expended in any year
is not to be diverted, but to be available in future years for the
Original purpose; the rem紬mng mCOme is available for main-
tenance of the Department ; aS at PreSent invested, the inccme
Of this fund is $3,O∞, Of which $5OO is available for the pu卿oses
of maintenance.
Her third donation, On October 8, I9|3, WaS a血nd of
$IOO,O∞, Which now stands at $IOO,I65, the incpme to be used
exclusively as the Director of the Sta節sha11 determine. The
income was $4,I75.44 for |9|4.
Of the income紅on these funds, as at PreSent invested, the
Sdm of $3,O5O is a11 that is under the control of your Trustees
and all that is included in this financial statement.
The Trustees propose to publish the report of this Depart-
ment as a separate pamphiet.
Sunny Bank Home
Our home for convalescent women and children, at 3O4
SchooI Street, Watertown, adapted for I8 patients at one time,
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though belonging to a, SeParate CO重POration, is operated by the
Hospital. It has a sma11 endoⅥ血ent fund of its own, to Which
is charged its amual deficit. Eventually this Hone will be
COnducted at the expense of the Hospital.
The Home accommodated 152 during the year, the daily
average number being 8.22 and the daily average cost being
$重.43.
The report of the Superintendent te虹s also of the work of
the Nurses’Training School, the X-ray Department, the am-
bulance service and the marLy Sma11er donations received. It
also gives details of repairs and inprovements made during
the year.
Among the improvements planned is the installation of two
new electric elevators, in the main building, tO take the place
Of those now in use; the change will add greatly to convenience
and comfort by reason of greater speed, SmOOther running and
absence of noise and has become血lPerative by reason of re-
qtlirements of the autho壷ies for better safety and丘re pro-
七ec七io虹.
Nec rology
The Trustees have lost three of their ntmber during the past
year・
Dr. Almena J. Baker Flint died June 27, I9工4; She was also
a member of the medical st誰, aS COnSultant; She had been a
trustee for ten years and a member of the Hospital Committee
for the last four years.
Dr. James Batchelder Bell died September 26, |9I4; he was
a member of the surgical sta締from |88| tO the date of his
death, but he resigned紐on active service in |9|O; he had been
a t調Stee for nearly ten years.
Mr. Spencer We11s Richardson died October 2, I9I4; he had
been a trustee for nearly twenty-SeVen yearS ; he was a member
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Of the Finance Committee, WaS Treasurer of the Hospital for
the years I899狐d I9OO and a Vece President from I9OO tO I9O8.
Appropriate resolutions regarding these members of the
Board of Trustees have been spread upon their records.
The Hospital has also Iost the services of one of its Senior
Surgeons, Dr. Winfield Scott Smith, Who died December |6,
|9I4, at the age of 53 yearS.
Memorials to these members of the Sta髄are contained in the
amual report of the General Executive Committee.
The T調stees wish to express their gratification for the faith-
ful and willing service and hearty co6peration of all engaged in
the service of the Hospital; One and a11 they have done their
Part tO make it deserve its reputation as one of the best and to
Win the appreciation of patients and their龍ends.
For the Trustees,
EDWARD H. MASON,
PγeSidmき.
静的や二両寄調龍野馴関脇
Bom August重9,重849.　　Died Januany重4, I9I5.
Since the presentation of their amual report the Trustees
Of the Massachusetts Homceopathic Hospital learn with soト
row of the death of their associate, Henry Francis Harris.
Appointed in I9O2 and serving continuously until his death,
to represent the interests of the Commonwealth, he brought
to us a ripe experience from his Ionger continuous connection
With a similar institution in his own city of Worcester. A
lawyer with extensive practice, a director in banks and busi-
ness entexprises, always interested in public a節airs and chari-
ties, of late years his other engagements often kept him from
Our meetings, but his attendance when imporねnt matters were
under consideration could be depended upon and among us al重
he was conspiouous for common sense and good judgment.
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Report of the Superintendent
To the Trustees of the Massachusetts Homceopathic Hospital :
工present the following report for the year ending December
3重,重9宣4.
Patients Treated
There have been treated in the various departments of the
Hospital 23,260 Patients, an increase of 8o8. In the wards
Of the Main Hospital there were treated 6,533 Patients, aS
COmPared with 6,508 a year ago. There were treated in the
Out-Patient Department I2,I88 patients, Who made 4I,2O7
Visits・ The extemes made 9,668 calls on district patients.
The district nurses and the social service district nurses made
6,24I Visits.
At the Haynes Memorial there were treated 838 patients,
as ∞mPared with 455 Patients a year ago
Receipts and Expenditures
The receipts at the Main Hospital were… … … ‥　$重37,IO5.OO
Andtheexpenditures.…….……..………‥　緋96,22O.2重
The receipts were $I3,O∞ less● and the expenditures $4,00O
less than in the year重9I3.
The daily average cost at the Main Hospital, after deduct-
ing the cost of supplies fumished the Haynes Memorial, the
Out-Patient Department’Sumy Bank Home and Nash House,
Was $I.87. Excluding the infants in the Matemity Depart-
ment, the daily average cost has increased to $2.2 I.
The receipts at the Haynes Memorial were.. … ‥　$44,328.75
And the expenditures, including improvements. …　糾7,739.54
The dai]y average cost in this department was $I.7O.
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Repairs and Improvements
The largest sun expended dr血ng the last year was $3,442.89,
used for fire prevention. Elevator doors, basement doors and
Pamtry doors were covered with galva壷zed iron, glass in many
Places was replaced with wire glass, Partitions were buIt in
the corridors at the Nurses’Hone amd fire-eXit signs were
installed a七the entrances to all fire escapes in the Hospital and
Nurses, Home. The balconies at the end of the medical wing
were screened at a cost of $338.95. The X-ray rOon WaS
e血arged, by moving a partition, at a COSt Of $764.85. Laundry
machinery to the amount of $287 WaS Purchased.
The usual amount of palnting has been done at the Main
Hospital, and at the Evans Memorial the entire interior, exCePt-
ing the auditorium, has been painted with four coats of paint.
The exterior of the Na血House has been painted with two
COatS Of paint.
Follow-uP Work
At the begiming of the year I9I4, an additional stenographer
was empIoyed to send letters and blanks to patients discharged
from the Hospital the previous year, aSking the res血ts of
their treatment at the Hospital. When these blanks are re-
tumed, it is her duty to釧out cards w龍ch are餌ed for future
reference. By ∞ntinuing this we hope to be able to tell in a
few years something of the result of the wo血being done by
the Hospital.
In March we empIoyed a graduate nurse to fo宣low up recently
discharged Matemity patients. This rmse made 6,744 Calls・
She also holds a chic in the Out-Patient Department two a,fter-
noons a week, Where mothers bring their babies for consultation.
This work has proved of value because she has been able to
give the mothers advice as to feeding the c鮒dren and to see
that their eyes are given proper care. This work has been much
appreciated by the patients.
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Social Service
In September a trained social wocker was secured, and her
Service has been of great value both in the Out-Patient Depart場
ment and the Hospital proper. All patients who need aid have
been refened to her・ and she has been instrmental in se伽血g
empIoyment for some’W鮒e others she has placed in proper
homes or institutions,
In doing this work it has been necessary for the social wocker
to co6perate with different societies and individuals. She has
血ade 266 visits to the homes, and 3r6 patients have cal]ed to
See her at the Out-Patient Department. The nunber of cases
refe調ted to a11ied societies has been [3O.
Her work consists of the following duties:
To co6rdinate resources of the clinic in the physical rehabili葛
tation of the patient.
To aid the physician in diagnosis and treatment, by investi-
gation in home and business envirorment and the relief of
hindrances.
To make ava勤ble, to those in need’the publicand private
P鮒anthrQPic resources of the cormunity.
To ca調y into the homes the education and influence of the
餌ospital.
New Matemity Department
Du血g the sunmer a friend, Who wishes his name withheld
for the present, became interested in the erecting of a Matemity
building as a memorial to his wife. It was decided to build
the Out-Patient Department four stories higher - One tO be
used for the Out-Patient Department and the other three for
a Matemity Department. This will fumish 82 beds for this
Class of patients.
The bu蝿ng department of Boston required that the old
building should be made fireproof. This necessitated remov-
ing the Out-Patient Department to another location, and the
hou§e at 3[ East Newton Street was leased for this puxpose
for one year beginning November I. It has been necessary
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in the old building to remove a11租oors, Pa,rtitions, Plaster,
Plunbing and steam piping, that it may be built on modem
fireproof lines. This new building will be completed some
tine during the summer, and we hope to be able to open i七for
the use of the Matemitv Department about October |, |9|5.
Training SchooI
D調血g the year there have been 25 nurSeS graduated. Three
hundred and forty-eight applications for tra,ining have been
received; 8o applications have been accepted; 44 prObationers
have been admitted, Of whom 37 Were acCePted as pupil
There has been a関mber of changes among the head nurses
- SOme gOing to better positions and others leaving on ac-
count of desire for other work. One head nurse remains with
us who has been here nine years, anOther who has been here
SeVen yearS and another five years. Eight nurses from Adams
Nervine have received four months’training in the wards of
the Hospital.
The nursing st証on January | COnSisted of I4 head nurses,
97 PuPil mrses and I4 Prchationers.
X-Ray Department
During the year there were 3 ,64° radiographs taken, making
an increase of nearly 4O Per Cent. OVer the previous year.
Ambulance Service
The motor ambulance at the Main Hospital traveled nearly
4,O∞ miles, the one at the West Department made 9,OOO miles,
and the Ford car, Which was purchased in May, WaS driven
4,〇°o miles.
Evans Memorial
There were 345 Patien七s treated in this Departme調t during
the year, at a daily average cost of $3.36.
The receipts from paying patients were … … … ‥　　め,2O3.78
And the cost of maintenance… … ‥ … … … ….　$22,O82.36
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Clark Ward
At the Children,s Ward, there were 769 Children treated, at
a daily average cost of $I.Or.
The receipts from paying patients were… … … ‥　$2,84I.75
And the expenditures. … … … … … … … …..　$7,627.95
Nash House
There were treated during the year in this depaa七ment 84
men, at a da血y average cost of $|.57.
紡96.2重
And the expenditures… …,… … … … … … ….　$3,67I.99
Haynes Memorial
There were adrlitted to the Department for Conta直ous
Diseases 757 Patients. This is the largest mmber admitted in
any year since the opening of this Department. The admis-
Sions by years are as follows:
It w丑1 be seen by the above figures that the work there varies
greatly as to whether or not there are epidemics of con七agious
diseases. The　757　admissions in　|9|4　Were Classified as
foⅡows:
Diphtheria … …. … ‥　重4I Whoopingcough.
Scarletfever… … ….. 467　　Chickenpox… ‥
Measles.‥.‥.……‥　65　　Scabies.‥.‥.‥
Mumps………..….　2O Eczema‥….…
Erysipelas…………. I5　　Negative.…….
The death rate was as follows:
Diphtheria. ‥.
Scarlet fever‥
Measles. ‥ ‥.
‥　5%
‥　.　2.2%
2.7%
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During the year the ward in七he east wing was
divided into cubicals for the better segregation of
Various minor contagious diseases. In each cubical
Was Placed a lavatory, and the total expense of this
There was also expended in this department for
Permanent improvements, for grading … …. , ‥ ‥
Comple七ion of the wire fence about the grounds ‥
Covering vent stacks with copper on 3 buildings ‥
Brickpostsat 2 entranCeS ….‥‥…‥‥‥…
A new and larger flatwork ironer in the laundry ‥
Power lawn mower
Making the total amount expended for permanent
improvements
$工,78o.06
499.54
267.8o
5°4.S4
265.○○
工,〇〇〇.○○
375・○○
$4,69工,94
The interiors of the two ward buidings and the center build-
i虹g have been painted two coats of paint during thle year, this
WO血being done by o調。rm Painters.
The institution is now six years old, and i七has been found
necessary to make more repairs during the past year than ever
beあre.
On the grounds of this department a separate house has been
built for the use of the Supe血tendent. This was ocoupied
in March; and I take this opportunity to express my apprecia-
tion of the comforts which I an now enJOymg. I feel also that
it gives me a better opportunity for supervision of this de-
partment.
Staff Reorganizations
The reorganiza七ion of the Medical a血d Sngical Sta鱈at the
be如ming of the year has resulted in more complete harmony,
and greater e鯖ciency in the cane of the patients, aS it has cen-
tralized the responsib班ty. Executive detail is much more
easily managed, aS a COmmittee can meet at short notice and
act on afly ma七ter which may be presented.
Acknowledgments
The Hospital has received many donations in the form of
books, maZagines, flowers and music from individuals and
3°
Organiza七ions’Which have been a source of comfort and pleasure
to the patients.
Mr. Isaa,C W. Chick made a, donation of $IOO for books.
Miss Eleanor J. Cla,血血mished linen for Clark Ward to the
しamO血七〇f $287.
Mr. Talbot Aldrich fumished linen to the amount of $IOO
for the Aldrich Ward.
Mrs. Ida Bampton Tremaine made a donation of $3OO
for books and magazines.
At Christmas we received many donations in the fom of
Ca血, CIothing and toys, so that we were able to have a Christ-
mas tree for about 25O POOr Children from the district. The
entertalrment was given on the evening of De∞mber 23, and
COnSisted of ousic and sleight-Of-hand perfomances. The
Christmas gifts were then distributed by Santa Claus and his
assistants, and each family was sent hcme with a basket con-
taining chickens, Vegetables and f調it. The poorer ones were
also given orders on a dothing store for children’s wearing
apparel, amOunting to a total sun of $重75.
Resp∞tfully submitted ,
WILI,IAM O. MANN,
Suクer寂ende海.
Comparative Statement of Statistics
For七he Years Ending December 3|, |9I4 and |9I3.
Patients in Hospital first of year,
In medical wards. ‥ ‥. ‥
In surgical wards. ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥
In obstetrica,l wards . ‥ ‥
Patients admitted during year,
To medical wards‥. ‥ ‥
To surgical wards. ‥. ‥.
To obstetrical wards. ‥ ‥
???
????。??
???????
Total patients treated in Hospital,
Inmedical wards .‥‥‥‥
In surgical wards ‥
In obstetric盆l wards.
Patients discharged during the ycar,
Uni皿pf°Ved
Not treated
Died (inclnding I6 obstetrical).
Obstetrical
Patients in Hospital at end of year,
In medical wards‥ ‥ ‥. ‥ ‥.
In surgical wards. … ‥ … ‥ ・
In dbstetrical wards‥ ‥ ‥. ‥
Death rate on nu血ber treated,
Medical
Su聴i∽l
Average on total number treated.
Total patients days treatment,
Part-Pay beds.
Percentage,
Free-bed days. ‥ ‥ ‥
Part-Pay days. ‥. ‥.
Average patients per day,
Part-pay beds.
Average time per patient in Hospital.
Daily average cost per patient ‥ ・ ‥ ‥
Daily average cost (excluding infants)
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48,769　　37,重喜8
28 ,436　　28, 590
坦哩Z∴ 24・992
95 , 702　　　90, 7○○
50.9　　　　　4宣・0
29・7　　　　3I・5
重9・4　　　　27・5
I33.6I IOI.69
77.90　　　78.33
50.68　　　68.47
262. I9　　248.49
裏4・7,　　　　重3・9
飢.87　　　$2.03
$2.2重　　　$2.39
??
?????
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
???????
?
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
?????? 」
??
Haynes Memorial
Fbγ Co海agious Dわeases
Nunber of patients in Hospital first of year. ‥ ‥
Number of patients admitted during year ‥ ‥ …
Number of patients treated during year. … ‥
Number of patients discharged during year … …
Numberofpatientsdied… ….. ‥‥ … ‥ … ‥
Number of patients remaining at end of year ‥ ‥
Total patients, days treatment. … …... ‥. ….
Averagepatients per day. … ‥ … … … …. …
事Average costperday….. ‥….… … … ‥.
Average time patients in Hospital. …. … … …
Average death rate on mmber treated. ‥. ‥ ‥ ‥
*Including permanent improvements.
Evans Memorial Building
Number of pa’tients remaining Dec・ 3II I9I3… ‥
Nrmber of patients admitted during year … ‥
Number of patients trea.ted during year ‥ …. …
Number of patients discharged (inc. I9 deaths) ‥
Number of patients remaining Dec. 3I, I9I4. ‥..
Number of days board fumished patients. … ‥ ‥
Da血y average number of pa’tients‥.. …... ‥ ‥
Daily avera,ge COSt Per Patient‥. … ‥. ‥ … ‥.
Receipts
Expenditures
紺203.78隼重5,736.74
$22,082・36　飴3,竹7.63
Clark Ward for Children
Number of patients remaining Dec. 3I, I9I3.. …
Number of patients admitted during the year I9I4
Number of patients treated during the year… …
Number of patients discharged during the year
(including25 deaths)‥ ‥ …. ‥ ‥ … ‥ … ‥
Number of patients remaining Dec. 3重, I9I4‥ …
Number of days board fumished patients ‥ ‥ ‥.
Daily average nunber of patients‥. ‥. … ‥. ‥
Da狙y average cost per patient. ‥ ‥. ‥.. ‥ ‥. ‥
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Receipts
From paying patients. … … … … … … ……. $2,84I.75 ∴純,373.重6
Expenditures
From maintenance… … … … … … … … …　$7,627.95∴ $8,3O3.29
Nash House
Number of patieuts remaining Dec. 3重, I9重3. … ・
Number of patients admi七ted during the year・. ‥
Number of patients treated. ‥ ‥ ‥ … ‥ … ・ ‥ ‥
Number of patients discha喝ed during the year …
Number of patients remaining Dec. 3重, I9I4… ‥
Number of days board funished patients… ‥ ‥.
Daily average number of patients ‥ ‥ ‥ … ‥ ・ ‥
Daily average cost per patient. ‥ ・ ‥ ・ ‥ … ‥ ・ ‥
Receipts
Frompayingpatients……………‥,….,…　鮎96.2I　$I,396.6I
Expenditures
Frommaintena,nCe, … … ……… …… … ‥　$3,67I.99　$3,322.78
Statement of Current Expenses
For Years Ending De∞mber 3I, I9|4 and |9I3
Administration Expenses
|9重4　　　　　19I3
Salaries, O競cers and Clerks… … … … … ‥卸o,OO4.87　　$9,I9I・2重
Office Expenses 562.28　　　　736・92
Stationery, Printing and Postage… ‥ ". ・ ・ … ・　3,5I3.3O　　　2,4O7.27
Tdegraph and Telephone… … … … … … ・ 2,67I.88　　I,907.5重
Total Administration Expenses… … … … ‥紳6,752.33　ft4,242・9I
Professional Care of Patients
Salaries and Wages -
Superintendent of Nurses, Assista,n七S I9章4　　　　|9|3
and Instructo重s… … … … …. , ‥　　$7,894.68　　$8,455,O9
Orderlies… … , … … … … … ‥. ‥　　　2,OO2.33　　I,587.92
Ward Employees… …. ,. … … … ‥　　　3,2OI.34　　　3,O79・5O
$I8,772.重3　飢8,725.3重
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???????? ???? ?
Medical and Surgical Supplies -
Apparatus and Instruments ‥
Medical amd Su嶋ical Supplies.
AIcohol, Liquors, Wines, etC. ‥
Out-Patient Department -
Salaries and Labor. ‥ ‥ ‥. ‥
Supplies….‥.‥.‥‥‥….
Visiting Nurses -
Supplies……..……..‥..‥‥
X-Ray Service -
SalariesandLabor‥ ‥ ‥ ‥. ‥. ‥
Supplies…‥.‥‥‥‥‥‥.‥‥.
$3,077.70　　$2,5e6.89
7,438.00　　　9,356.03
362・4重　　　　467.44
釦0,878.重量　　か2,390.36
紛4,324.69　　宙3,664.8宣
5,436.6重　　　6,433.重0
鈴9,76重.30　　卸0,097.9I
飢,07 I.93∴∴約44.27
重98.42　　　　324.重8
紛宣,270.鈍∴∴∴約68.45
紛量,345.00　　釘,I29.53
置,233.77　　　　847.重2
$2,578,77　　$重,976.65
Total Professional Care of Patients … … ‥　　$43,26o.66 ∴∴紛44,I58.68
Department Expenses
Ambulance -
Supp脆鎧.
Pathological La,boratory -
Salaries and Labor‥ ‥
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重9重4　　　　　重9重3
釦,重62.59　　　鈴706.00
364.63　　　工,320.46
軌,527.22 ∴∴ $2,026.46
密4,536.84　　紡,565.重9
重,986.45　　　重,706.重2
紙523.29　　卸,27I.3重
釦0,4I5.24　$重O,560.59
重I,5I I.87　　　9,337.82
$2重,927.II　釦9,898.4重
純,45〇・宣6　　$5,重重O.52
I,O38.3I I,重5I.52
$6,488.47　　姉,262.04
Provisions -
FIour and Bread‥ ‥ ‥.
Milk amd Cream. ‥ ‥.
G重oce轟es‥‥ ‥. ‥‥. ‥
Butter and Eggs. ‥ ‥ ‥
Fruit and Vegetables ‥.
Meats, Poultry and Fish
Total Steward’s Department.
$4,82重.99 ∴∴ $5,357.27
重,635.55　　　3,532・22
紛6,457.54　　$8,889・49
$92重.OI　　　$797.00
$2,288.34　　参重,830.60
I I,246.69　　I重,裏S7.8重
6,007.90　　　5,5重8.○○
8,925.33　　　9,268・66
9,845.20　　重重,575・83
重8,重94.23　　重7,883.76
紡7,428.70　$58,o3I.66
Total Department Expenses. … … … …. $重OO,352・33 ∴飢o2,379.37
General House and Property Expenses
Electric Lighting …..
Fuel, Oil and Waste ‥
Maintenance, Real Estate, Buildings.
Maintenance, Machinery and TooIs..
Plumbirlg and Steam Fitting・ … ・ ‥ ・
重9重4
宙2,658.重8
工O,304.28
重,294・39
2,685.7I
2,603.05
5,937・55
7,664.29
2,707・44
重9重3
$2,737.02
重O,2○○.OI
重,3I2.重O
2,508.重8
重,32重.重2
重O,476.52
7,重85.09
4,034・39
Total General House and Property Expenses　　純5,854.89　$39,774.43
Total Operating Expenses… … … ‥ " … ・ $重96,220.2I　$20O,555.39
Statement of Current Revenue
For Years ending December 3|, |9重4 and |9|3
Hospital Earnings
Private Room Patients ‥.
Ward Paying Patients ‥ ・
Special Nursing. ‥ ‥ ・ ‥ ・
Amphitheater and X-Ray
Ambulance
Medical Supplies.
裏9重4
治44,475. I4
64,9I 7.30
285.○○
重O,272.IO
999・00
2,237.06
4,960. 95
8,958.45
賞9重3
宙49 ,436. 82
7 ,728.57
75重・○○
9,826.55
2,重O7・○○
3,974.64
4,283・76
8,988.29
Receiptsfor theYear. … … …… … …. $重37,IO5.OO　$重5O,O96.63
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Haynes Membrial
Statement of Current Expenses
For Years Ending December 31, ]9I4 and 19I3
Administration Expenses
重9重4
Salaries, O飴cers amd Clerks… … … … ‥　　尚重,O2O.OO
O航ceExpenses… … … … … … … ….　　I33.54
Stationery, Printing and Posta,ge … … ….　　　2I5.99
Telegraph and Telephone‥ … … … … ‥　　I,I重5.I7
Total Administration Expenses… … … ‥　　　$2,484.7O
Professional Care of Patients
Salaries and Wages -
Head Nurses, etC. … …　　　　　　　　　$5O5・8o
Ward EmpIoyees… …. , … … … …　　　655.97
紛2,365.57
Medical and Surgical Supplies -
Medical and Surgical Supplies … … …　　　宙945.63
Total Professional Care of Patients … … ‥　　純,3重I.20
Department Expenses
薗ousekeep血g -
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紛880.00
I,宣O7.27
重9重3
$重,5I5.60
重O6.86
76.23
954.64
離,653.33
$669.5重
336. 7
777.60
$I ,490.87
$43 4.90
鎧2,2I8.68
$830. ○○
重,重36.60
Kitchen -
’　Labo冒
Laundry -
ButterandEggs.. ‥‥…‥.…..
Fruit and Vegetables‥... ‥. ‥ ‥.
Meat, Poultry and Fish‥ ‥ ‥. ‥ ‥
Total Steward’s Depa,rtment... ‥ …. ‥
Total Department Expenses. … ‥ … ‥
$943.6重　　　紛763.67
重85.47　　　　92.5重
緋,重29.08　　　$722.38
飢,044.7工　　　宙744.09
905.32　　　　2 55. 48
卸,950.03 ∴∴∴帝999.57
約92.04　　　$2 64. 43
2,8重3.65　　　重,700.82
重,I74.36　　　　523.8I
I ,733.48　　　　839.○○
2,重62・78　　I,042.I9
3,398.09　　　重,58重.I6
卸重,674.40　　$5,95重.4重
$2重,824.09　　緋2,065.69
General House and Property Expenses
Electric Light and Power.. …. ‥.
Fuel, OilandWdste.‥.‥. ‥ ‥‥
Maintenance, Real Esta,te and Buildings
Maintenance, Machinery and TooIs ‥ ‥
Plumbing and Steam Heating … ‥ ‥ ‥
Total General House and Property Expenses
Permanent Improvements‥ …. … …
Total Operating Expenses
釦,466.74　　$重,重95.96
3,739.36
重工9・52
325・9重
494・賞O
5,849.9重
暮,628.87
803.22
卸4,ゼ7.63
4,69重.92
2,847.62
44.56
268.76
285.○○
2,4I4.重6
重,496.72
37賞・33
……　　$46,739.54　細5,86重.8I
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Haynes Memorial
Statement of Current Revenue
For Years Ending Dec. 3|, |9I4 and I9I3
Hospital Eamings
Private Room Patients.
Ward Pay,Pa,tients. ‥.
Special Nursing, ‥ ‥ ‥
Ambulance Fees,.. ‥ ‥
Miscellaneous‥ ‥ ‥. ‥
Total Hospita,l Eamings (Haynes Memo-
39
純,O重5.98　　移2,223.63
37,626.重9　　重8,452.80
30.00　　　　重48.79
2,96重.○○　　　　778・00
695.58　　　　643・29
紛糾,328.75　宙23,05重・5章
Report of the General Executive Committee
During the past year we have ]ost three efficient members
Of the sta籍of the Hospital.
Dr. Almena J. Baker-Flint, One of our most prominent
WOmen Physicians, PaSSed away on June 27, |9r4.
Dr. Baker-Flint was bom in Winter Ha心or, Maine, in I842.
She was graduated from the Boston University SchooI of
Medicine in ]876. With her ability in medicine and the splen-
did attributes of a rare character, She acquired a Iarge and
SuCCeSSful practice and won many honors. She was a member
Of the medical staff of the Massachusetts Homceopathie Hos-
pital as a consultant and also served long as a Trustee of this
institution. She was married early in life to Mr. William
Baker and in I89| to Mr. David B. Flint.
In later years Dr. Flint discontinued the practice of medi-
Cine and devoted her tine to charities, Sti11 reta,ining her in-
terest in the caAISe Of honceopathy and her menbership in
many medical societies.
Dr" Flint,s life was即ed to overflowing with good works
and her wam sympathy and generous heart endeared her to
a host of friends. Her charities were many and her benevo-
lence was without ostentation. She gave not to be seen of
men, but fo虹owed the scriptural injunction, “Let not thy left
hand how what thy right hand doeth.,,
Dr. James Bachelder Bell died in Boston September 26, |9I4,
at the age of 76 years・ Dr. Be11 was bom in Monson, Maine,
and was graduated from the Homceopathic Medical Co11ege of
Pemsylvania in I859. Following his graduation, he spen七a
year of study in Viema・ After his retum, he practiced medi-
Cine in Augusta, Maine, Where for twenty years he enjoyed a
large practice. In重88o he removed to Boston, Where he
SPent the rema王nder of his life.
4o
Dr. Be11 was a member of the surgical stafl of the Massachu-
SettS Hor眠opathic Hospital from I88I tO the date of his death,
but he resigned active service in I9IO. He was appointed a
member of the board of trustees of the Hospital in I9O5.
Dr. Be皿was the personifica,tion of punctuality. In a day
filled with professional engagements’he could be counted upon
PreCisely at the hour spec競ed・ He was a man of peace, a
l臆　　1●believer in fair play. He deprecated discord and worked for
hamony and the upbuilding of the Hospital. He was a friend
to the young physician and deeply interested in his success.
Words of encouragement and co調endation were not with_
held when deserved・ Meritorious work was always appreciated,
and his surgical assistants were sure of his personal interest.
He was peculiarly free from professional envy - a COnSPicuous
exanple of good will and brotherly love.
Dr. Bell wasa member of national, State and local medical
SOCieties. He possessed n〇七only a notable professional ability,
but an attract王ve personality, Which endeared亜m to his friends
and colleagues・ His services were always in demand and his
Ioss will be widely felt.
Dr. Winfield Scott Smith died on December I6,重9|4, at
the age of 53 yearS. Dr. Smith was bom at Cha,than, Mass.,
On February H, I86|’and was graduated from Boston Uni_
VerSity School of Medicine in I883・ He did post-graduate
WOck in Europe and in ]885 WaS aPPOinted as a member of the
teaching sta臆of Boston University SchooI of Medicine, hold-
ing at the time of his death the position of Professor of Opera-
tive Surgery. He was for many years a member of the surgical
Sta挿of the Massachusetts Homccopathie Hospital and at the
date of his death held the position of Senior Surgeon in this
institution.
Dr. Smithwas a member of national, State and local medical
SOCieties and of numerous clubs・ He was a man of wide ac-
quaintance, genial manner and personal cham - a SuCCeSSful
SurgeOn and an excellent anatonist.
4宣
Follow-uP System
The primary object of the Hospital is the pemanent relief
Of the sick. We should not be content with bri11iant opera-
tions, and with a low mortality. Heretofore hospital statistics
have shown the nrmber and variety of operations and the con-
ditions of patients when discharged. These patients retun
to their hones, entirely recover their health, are relieved,
show no relief, Su励er a life of chronic invalidism, Or are made
worse by treatment. In order that the res血ts of surgical
WOrk may be measured in their true proportions, it is neces-
Sa,ry tO Obtain definite informa,七ion reg紺ding the subsequent
history of a11 patients by ca,reful inves七igation of their condi-
七ion over several years ensuing.
The percentage of radical cures of hemia camot be ascer-
tained from cases painstaldngly operated upon and discharded
from the Hospital as recovered. Radical cure implies lasting
relief fron hemia, and the o血y method of detem血ing this
fact is by following up these patients over marry years.
Another illustration is a false impression of end results
received fron the study of hospital records of patients sl鯖er-
ing from cancer and discharged, recoVered. It is desirable to
know how long these patients continue free紐om recu調enCe
and the final termination of the disease.
In order that t調e e鯖ciency in surgical work may be de-
termined, We have inaugurated a follow-uP SyStem, Which has
bee調in use one year. At stated intervals, Patients are re-
quested to report in person or by letter. The replies are創ed
and indexed. By refe調ing to a given disease, We have immedi-
ate access to the subsequent history of such cases.
This kncwiedge of end results becomes increasingly valuable
as tirne goes on. Frcm this index other important data ane
easily determined : the length of stay in the Hospital, Whethe重
Or nOt Clean cases suppurate and the complications of convales-
CenCe. These are important considerations in the study of
hospital e鏡ciency.
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Homceopathy in the Massachusetts Homceopathic
Hospital
During the pas七year an analysis was made of the treatment
employed in the Medical Department of the Hospital. This
investigation followed a request of the Trustees to ascertain
to what extent homceopathy was practiced.
Records of all medical patients discharged during the year
I9工3 Were Carefully scrutinized with results as follows :
There were 474 Patients・ Three hundred and eighty-eight
Patients rece王ved honceopathie prescriptions, r3 Old-SChool
prescriptions and 73 reCeived no medication.
Sta描
Dr・ J. H. Moore has resigned as visiting physician to children
and the Children’s Department has been consolidated with
the medical.
Dr. Clarence Crane and Dr. Ralph C. Wiggin have served
One year in the capacity of visiting surgeon pro Jem. Their
Work has been satisfactory to the Surgical Exeoutive Committee.
Dr. Wesley T. Lee and Dr. J. A. Rockwell are reconmended
to the position of visiting physician and Dr. Francis H. Mac-
Carthy to the posi七ion of assistant visiting physician.
At the West Department the death rate was 3 Per Cent. aS
against 4.2 Per Cent. in I9I3.
Matemity Building
It is gratifying to study the plans of the Ma,temity Bu蝿ng
Which is now being constructed・ When completed it wi11
represent the most advanced ideas in hospital constmction
and will greatly relieve the general wards of the Main Hospital
from their present congested condition.
Out-Patient Department
We feel that the conduct of the Out-Patient Department is
a very important factor in the development of the Hospital.
工t renders a gratuitous service to the indigent sick in a large
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district. In重9I4, 4|,2O7 PreSCriptions were made and工2,|88
Patients received treatment in the various departments. The
Patients seen in these clinics are examined by the Out-Patien七
Department staff and when necessary are referred to the Main
Hospital.
The Out-Patient Department serves another inportant
function. It is a training. school for young physicians where
they may prove their worth and where we may test their ability
and faithfulness. We are sorry to adrlit that the opportunities
for clinical study which this institution a任ords are not more
eage血y embraced. Fourteen clinics are regularly held and 63
Physicians hold appointments. During the year past several
Physicians have attended indi籍erently. They seem to find
the duties icksome and to tire of the attendance exacted. For
many years it has been impossible to secure conscientious
attendance upon these clinics.
For the past two years an attendance bock has been used,
but it has not been satisfactory, inasmuch as the information is
not readily accessible. At a recent meeting we adopted a
Plan which at a glance will show the delinquencies in weekly
attendance. From these weekly statements an amual report
Will be made to show the percentage of e飴ciency of each phy-
sician in attendance,
We feel that the Out-Patient Depautment should be a step-
Ping-StOne tOWard appointment in the Main Hospital and tha七
e範ciency under 75 Per Cent. Should disqualify a physician for
PronOtion and for reappointment, unless a satisfactory exctlSe
is presented.
Clinical Teaching
Our Hospital presents a great number and variety of cases
Which are available for clinical study. Through the courtesy
of the Trustees, an enOrmOuS amOunt Of clinical material is
available for teaching puIPOSeS. The Hospital and Medical
School are sepa,rate institutions, but cIosely allied and in a
measure interdependent. Eight-五ve per cent. of the sta任of
the Hospital are graduates from Boston Univirsity SchooI of
Medicine and 84 Per Cent. Of the faculty of Boston University
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School of Medicine hold appointments upon the sta節of the
Hospital.
Since the founda七ion of the Hospital, the general surgica,l
Clinics have been open to the students. The instruction af_
forded at these large general clinics has been val脇ble, but the
acquisi七ion of definite surgical Imowledge is not to be obtained
by an entire class ocoupying seats in a surgical amphitheater.
They must be in dose conta,Ct With the operation and receive
PerSOnal instruction.
The faculty of Boston University School of Medicine has
arranged the college ourricultm, making the inst調Ction dur-
ing the se正or year langely clinical. A committee from the
faculty in conference with the Hospital General Executive Com-
mittee has arranged clinics in the Main Hospital, Out-Patient
Departmeut, Evans Memorial, West Department, SO tha,t
the students in the senior class may be instructed in the clinics
during the forenoon throughout the college ye紺.
Scientific Meetings
We propose in the near future to hold meetings of the staff,
Where scientific subjects may be disoussed. These meetings
Should be of value, Should foster social intercourse and augment
the strength and unity of the sta臆.
J. EMMONS BRIGGS, M.D.,
W重LLIAM F. WESSELHOEFT, M.D.,
FREDERTCK P. BATCHEL。ER, M.D.,
E。WARD E. ALI,EN, M.D.,
WILI,IAM O. MANN, M.D.,
αneral EガeOu訪e C鋤m海ee.
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The Robert Dawson Evans Department of Clin-
ical Research and Preventive Medicine
To justly appreciate a report on the work of this Department
it must be remembered that it is not a hospital and must not
be considered紅om the same standpoint as are those institutions
Whose sole function is the healing of the sick.
The purposes of the Evans Memorial are to fumish instruc-
tion to the people in the preservation of health; tO Seek for
i皿proved methods for the prevention of disease and for its
Cure, and to aid those who may prove worthy in their e癒orts to
secure advanced education in the medieal sciences.
In furtherance of these purposes it was thought wise that
free pu胱c-health talks should be given in the auditoriun; that
O血y such persons should be cared for as it seemed desirable to
亭place under the cIose observation of the research workers - for
example, CaSeS虹ustrative of conditions the obscure causes of
Which may be under investiga七ion, Obscure cases for diagnosis,
by every approved diagnostic method, Clinica,l and laboratory,
and cases the treatmeut of which shall aid in detemrining the
Value of new therapeutic methods.
These plans have been carried out as follows :
Since the opening of the institution health talks have been
given by speakers especia11y qualified in the subjects assigned
to them. More than 6,∞o PeOPle have listened to these talks
and the information obtained by those in attendance has doubt-
less been disseminated to countless others.
In I9I2, aS a reS血t of wock done in the pathoIogical labora-
tory, there was isolated from carcinonatous tissue a substance
the inoculation of which produce cancer in rabbits, and in re-
Peated attenuated doses seemed to produce. in those animals
immunity. In an e節ort to test the possible therapeutic e鯖ca,Cy
of this substance, I5O nOn-OPerable cases were treated in the
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house under the cIose supervision and observation of a spe-
Cia11y appointed committee of physicians and surgeons. The
results were not such as to warrant further clinical use of
the material until more extended laboratory research will be
皿ade.
Much bacterioIogical and seroIogical work has been done in
the pathoIogical laboratory; the results of some of which have
been published.
In the pharmacoIogica1 1aboratory invesdgations involving
an enormous amount of labor have been carried on and the
results have been of the greatest value to medical science i調
general and to Homceopathy in particular.
In the chemical laboratory expe瓦ments in urea, detem血a-
tion have been painstakingly made and their results are about
ready for publication.
A quite extensive series of cases have been treated in an
e癒ort to detem瓦ne the relative value of the various electric
mod∈批ties in the control of blood pressure and metabolism.
This investigation is sti11 in progress.
Methods of administration and dosage of Salvarsan in the
SyP龍耽ic neuroses and the conparative value of Neo-Salvarsan
have been observed in a considerable m虹mber of cases, but the
Series is not yet su競ciently large to wa,rrant amOunCement Of
conclusions.
Many diagnostic problems have been submitted to us from
Various parts of the country, and physicians are encouraged to
send for observation such obscure cases as in their opinion the
facilities a鱈orded by the institution may aid in the inteapreta〇
七ion of.
In Febmary, |9I4, One Of the laboratory workers who had
demonstrated his丘tness by a year of service was sent abroad
for further study, retuming in October, I9r4, and is now con-
ducting research along lines which promise valuable results.
Another qualified man for whom European study was made
impossible by preva班ng conditions is at present taking courses
in New York laboratories,
Funds of the Evans endowment are used to defray the ex-
PenSeS Of this advanced study, and in this way there is being
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trained a coap of scientific workers, loyal to the ideals of the
Department.
The value to hrmanity and the credit likely to redound to
Our institutions from such work is obvious, and it must be
equally obvious that a department devoted to such uses carmot
be conducted at a froancial profit, Or indeed with the expecta-
tion of su飴cient revenue to pa,y its expenses.
It is con丘dently hoped that further endowment from some
SOurCe Wi皿make possible anplification of the work so auspi-
Ciously begun.
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Report of PathoIo富ist
To the Trustees of the Massachusetts Homceopathic Hospital :
工present my report of the work perfomed by the Depart-
ment of PathoIogy du血g the year r9I4.
At the begiming of the present year a mmber of changes
Were made in this Department, Changes that have resulted in
a more satisfactory performance of the varied examinations
and observations in spite of the materially increased number
Of such・ As one result, the time of reporting diagnoses of
tissues has been reduced by more than one half. The nunber
Of examinations has been greater than ever before and it is
hoped that the degree of usefulness of the laboratory has been
COrreSPOndingly increased. Not only has this increase been
noted along lines pursued from year to year, but as new tests
are being constantly devised, neW methods of prooedure are
introduced and new lines opened up. In m connection has
this been more true than in that of venereal diseases, the re-
Sults of which fumish such a large proportion of our Hospital
Patients.
Development of the complement fixation tests now enable
us to detect many of such cases where formerly they would
have been overlooked. About 7OO Such tests have been made
Since January |, I9|4, and the application should be even
more extensive in future. When it is remembered that in
Order to obtain blood for this examination a minor surgical
OPeration is necessary in each case, SOme idea of the time oc-
oupied may be dbtained. The technique of the test is most
intricate. Increasing attention has also been devoted to ex葛
amination of the cerebro-SPinal fluid, tO Obtain which another
minor surgical operation is also necessary:
As a logical extension of laboratory wo壷the prepa的tion
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and adriistration of bacterial vaccines has extended from
modest beginnings to a very inportant branch of our work.
Not only are these used in treatment, but in prophylaxis as we11.
To illustrate: a mle is now enforced whereby all new nurses
are i皿munized against typhoid fever, One that we believe wi11
be one more safeguard for these falthful associates. As in
PaSt yearS, VaCCine has been extensively used in the treatment
Of typhoid fever with decidedly gratftying results.
Tissue examinations
Eye…‥‥.
Ear..‥‥.‥
Nose‥‥ ‥.
Tongue‥. ‥
し調g‥.‥‥
Stomach ‥ ‥
Appendix ….
Intestine ‥ ‥
鵬ve章. ‥‥‥
Ga11 bladder.
Kidney. ‥ ‥
Bladder.....
PでOstate‥ ‥.
BIood cultures
Testicle. ‥ ‥ ‥‥ ‥.
Va如a…‥‥‥.‥.
Ute則s… ……….
Uterus, endometrium
Fallopian tube‥. ‥.
0vary……‥.‥‥.
Mammary gland ‥ ‥
Lymph node. ‥ ‥. ‥
Thyroid gland. ‥. ‥
Sk血‥‥.‥.‥‥‥.
Clinical Examinations
Wassermann reactions
Sputu血examinations
Pu調Ient discharges
Cerebro-SPina,l fluld
Pleuritic fluid
Uranalysis
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Therapeutic Inoculations
置タ208
Respectfu11y submitted ,
WILI,IAM H. WATTERS, M.D.,
Pαiholo〆si.
5工
葦昌§墨講評合掌幸雄漫雷∴雪∴寓∴ト
蓬田日田
雲講書■室黒蜜墨怠
詰　寄守門　撞
くヽ
害毒書芸薫講誉謹寄合
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Treasurer’s Amual Report
Receipts and Disbursements
Balance of Cash on hand January I, I9I4.. … ‥ ‥ …. ‥..
Receipts
Receipts on account of Principal -
Legacies -
Estate of Benjamin Leeds. ‥
Estate of Kathe血e Knapp ‥
Estate of Timothy Davis….
Esta,te Qf Clara E. Wellman
Estate of Mehitable C, C.
W孤son…..‥,…‥,‥‥.
Donations for Free Beds -
Costello C. Converse‥. ‥. ‥
M. IdaConverse ……‥, ‥
On account of donation of
紛IOO,OOO for new Matemity
Bu社債ng…‥……..….
Fund to Establish Free Bed for
Homceopathic Nurses葛
Cashreceived..‥..‥‥‥‥.
Interest allowed on Fund‥ ‥
Securities sold and matured.. ‥
Accrued interest on bonds. ‥ ‥
Temporary loan of Estabrook
&Co……..‥..‥.‥‥..‥
Receipts on account of Income -
Interest on bonds … …. ‥ ‥ ‥
Dividends onstocks. ‥ ‥. ‥ ‥.
Rent of Adams House‥. ‥ ‥ ‥
Interest on mortga,geS. ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥
Interest on bank balanCeS. ‥ ‥
A脇ou海ca諦ed.佃糊・αrd.. ‥ ‥
紡0,〇〇〇.00
5,00o.○○
重,〇〇〇・〇〇
42重・33
200.○○　錠6,62重.33
鮎,000.00
5,〇〇〇・〇〇　　重O, 000・00
50,000・○○
$3,087.60
$I,重85.○○
重70.78　　$重,355.78
50; 650.○○
984.29
5,〇〇〇.○○　紅74,6重重.40
笠籍
4, 50〇・〇〇
5, 060. ○○
227.73　鈴46,739.67
$46,739.67　$22重,35重.07
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Amoα海bγOughlカタ勘αrd... ‥
Misce11aneous -
Ada Bampton Tremaine. ….
TalbotAldrich‥‥ ‥ ‥.... ‥
R. H. Steams& Co...‥‥‥
I.W.Chick.,.‥.‥‥‥‥..
R.S.Codman‥‥.‥.‥‥‥
Boston Society of the New
Jerusalem..‥……‥.‥.
Esta,te Of Abby W. Pearson ‥
Estate of Katherine Knapp -
Interest on legacy. … ….
Esta,te of Mehita,ble C. C.
Wilson- interest on legacy
Pasturing cows at Jamaica
Plain……‥..‥‥.‥.‥
Income of Special Funds -
EvansFundNo. I....,...‥
Evans Fund No. 2‥‥‥‥..
Evans Fund, SPeCial. …. ….
ClarkFund..‥‥.‥..‥.‥
Lo瓦ngFund....….…….
GrandinFund...‥‥..‥‥.
$22重,35重.07
鈴300. ○○
重○○.00
300  ○○
重〇〇〇〇〇
25.00
重75.○○
重OO.○○
322・50
23・50
4○○.○○　　鎧重,846.○○
$4, 550.○○
4,I75・44
3 , 000.○○
280.○○
42〇・00
重50.OO gr2,575.44　飾I,重6I.重重
Receipts from W劃iam O. Mam,
Supe血tendent -
On account of Main Hospital釦27,9OI.22
On account of West Depart-
ment…………..……　44,328.75
On account of Evans Building　　9,2O3.78
Receipts on account of Sumy
Bまれ量Home‥‥‥.....‥.
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重8重,433.75
2,290.26
$422,584. I2
Disbursements
Disbursements on account of Principal -
Permanent Improvements, Main
Hospital -
Screens.…….,.‥‥..‥..
X-ray improvements.. … ‥.
Fire prevention…... ‥ ‥ …
La,undry ma,Chinery. …. ‥..
Payments on account of Super-
intendent,s house at
B瓦ghton…….‥…‥...
Payments on account of con-
StruCtion of new Ma,temity
Budding….‥.….....…
Payments on account of Jamaica
Plain land-Taxes.. ‥ ‥.
Workontrees.‥.‥......‥
Securities purchased (includes
mortgage of　$5O,00O re-
Ceived for legacy of Benja-
minLeeds)..…..‥.‥.‥
Prepaid insurance. ‥ ‥ …. ‥ ‥
Accrued interest on bonds. ‥..
Te皿POrary loan of Estabrook &
α.paid.‥‥‥….….‥
Disburse皿entS On aCCOunt Of
工ncome -
Disbursements on account of
ClarkF調d..‥.‥.‥‥‥
Payments fro皿donations.. …
Annui七ies -
HelenWheelock‥....‥ ‥ ‥
Elizabeth J. Wheelock. …..
$338.95
764.85
3,重42.89
280.○○
$703.50
69.25
密重55.00
452・42
Expe皿SeS -
Insurance premiums … … ‥　融e,I3I.70¥
Premium on Treasurer’s bond I25.OO
Auditing Trea,Surer’s ac-
C○u皿七S … … …… … ….　　　35.○○
Rent of safe deposit box... ‥　　　75.OO
P血uting annual reports … …　　　366. IO
Postage on amual reports ….　　S4.00
Fordcar.‥‥..‥..‥‥‥‥　　　750.00
Allowance for clerk hire … …　I ,OOO.OO
Amou海cαrγied串間αrd…. $4,536.80
5き
宙4,526.69
5,重25・○○
重5,906. I3
772・75
85,427.○○
259.60
67o  56
5,〇〇〇.00　重富7,687.73
$6o7.42
200.○○　　$807.42
$I I8,495.I5
A卿ou海bγOug融fb穐,ard...　笹4,536.80
Boston University SchooI of
Medicine, uSe Of laboratory　　　5OO.OO
Secretary’s salary … … ‥. ‥
FIowers for funeral of Almena
J.Flin七.…….……….
FIowers for funeral of Spencer
W. Richardson..‥‥..‥.
Interest allowed to Nurses,
F調nd‥..‥‥‥..‥‥‥‥
Legalservices.... ‥ ‥ ‥. ‥ ‥
Interest on temporary loan ‥
Co11ection charges on checks.
霊○○.○○
20.00
重5・○○
重7o.78
重40●○○
22・23
.50
Payments on account of Evans
Fund -
EvansFundNo. I -Salaries　針,936.84
Eva,nS Fund, Special -
L缶boratory …. $2,36I.I8
Education … ‥　　535.48
H9nOrarium ….　75O.OO　　3,646.66
Evans Fund No. 2… … ‥∴　　　493.83
Permanent Improvements, West
Depa重もment… … … … ○ ○
Payments to W劃iam O. Mam,
Superintendent -
On account of Main Hospital. ‥
On account of West Depart-
ment.‥..‥......‥.‥.‥.
On account of Evans Memorial
Bu鑓出血g.‥……...…‥‥
$I章 ,495.霊5
6,077. 3
4,69重.92　I6,274.5毎
$I73,8重4.53
42,047.62
工9,555.07　終35.4重7.22
Payments on account of Sumy Bank Home....
BalanceofCash onhand December3I, I9I4..... ‥
S6
4,355・〔り
48,o42.賞O
$422,58年.重2
聞?????????
?????????????
???????????
?「??????????? ???? ????????
‥?????????????????????? ?? ??? 【 …?? ?
????????
?…???
??? ?
???????????? ?????? ???? ?? ? ????
‥??????????????????? ?? ?? ????? ?? …
?????????????????????
?????? ?? ??????????? ??????…?? ??
」?????????
????????????? ???
??????
????…?????????
??????????????????????????‥‥ ‥???…
?????????
??????
??????????
??〞?????? ??? ?
????????????????‥??????????????? ??
???????????
??????????????????????。?
Bos冒ON, MASS., January I4, I9重5.
We the undersigned, Finance Committee of the Massachu-
setts Honceopathic Hospital, have ca,uSed the foregoing account
to be audited under the direction of W袖iam Franklin Ha皿,
expert accountant, Who reports the same correct and properly
vouched. The Committee has examined the securities in the
hands of the Treasurer and finds them as called for by the
audi七ing expert.
(Signed) HENRY S. GREV,
EzRA H. BAKER,
CHARLES F. DowsE,
Fわα卿e C脇mi梯ee.
Free Beds
During the first six years of the Hospital) any Per§Onl by
Paying one thousand dollars to the pemanent fund, COuld
SeCure血e life use of a free bed. Eight such free beds were
established. But it was found that the income of the sum
thus paid was only sufficient to sustain the bed a few weeks
in each year; and’though the Trustees did not fear any es-
Sential loss to the Hospital from this sourceJ yet they血ought
it would be more satisfactory to all to make the cost of the
bed nearly su億cient to meet the expenses of it for the time
OCCuPied. Accordingly, in I877, it was so arranged that any
PerSOn Who pays one thousand dollars may have the life use
Of a free bed three months in every year; tWenty-five hun-
dred dollars entitles the donor to the life use of the bed all
the time; and five thousand dollars establishes a permanent
free bed which may always be kept occupied by the donor, and
Which the Hospital shall be bound to maintain after his de一
. cease; Or it may be given immediately to the Hospital for its
Permanent uSe, under such name as may be designated and
arrange d.
An annual subscription of one hundred and餅ty dollars
entitle§申e donor to the use of a free bed for six months in
the yeaF. Temporary free beds may be secured, tO be used
at any time within one year) at the regular hospital rates, tO
the full amount of the sum paid. The plan enables any one
to own a free bed to the full amount which he may con-
tribute or obtainJ by subscription or otherwise’for the Hospital.
By the terms of the grant of one hundred and tweuty thou-
dollars from the State, the Trustee§ agree tO maintain
at least twenty free beds in the Hospital.
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List of Permanent Free Beds, Jan. 1st, 1915
NA櫨EO審OwNE量 ?重Ⅲ恩O種 PAYⅢEN重 ?ⅢOUN富 PA皿 ?HARACTBROFBED 
Estateo重A.Hemenvay…・…・… ?皿e,　重877 ?重O,O∞.O○ ?pe調anent章竜eb徴s 
重調節l儀dA8的脚筒On・・…;…… ?ay,　重877 ?’OOO.oO ?Permanentfreebed 
EstateofMissM.E.C.White...‥ ?ec.,　重88o ?,°○○.○○ ?dPermanentfreebed 
Mrs.ValeriaG.Stone..‥.....‥.. ?an.,　重88重 ?,〇〇〇.0o ?dPermanentfreebed 
EstateofS.N.Stockwdl‥........ ?ct.,　宣88宣 ?,OOO.OO ?Pcrmanent!reebed 
Hon.HenryL.Pierce.‥.......... ?an.,　エ882 ?,〇〇°.○○ ?Permanentfreebed 
M重s.Rebecca,T.Reed.…….,... ?an.,　重884 ?1〇〇〇.°○ ?d囲血anent書reebed 
Mrs.EllaJ.Wheeler…‥‥....‥. ?孤.,　重884 ?,oOO.OO ?dpermanentfreebed 
田s帥co登M膳.Ⅴ.G.S亡one.‥..... ?ec.,　重885 ?,OOO.OO ?GPemanentheebed 
EstateofM栂.El鼠F.Roehl...‥.. ?an.タ　　工886 ?,○○O.Oo ?dpe重皿anentfreebcd 
Mrs.RebeccaB.Warren…….... ?啾n・,　I887 ?,○∞.○○ ?d郎運皿anen亡freebed 
M職E・S・Converse‥・・・・.…・…・ ?ay,　重888 ?’OO0.OO ?Permanentfreebed 
EstateofM栂.Cath.H,Wlld...... EstatcofMrs.Cath.P.Perkins.. ?ﾚ・盤 ?,OOO.OO 重○○∞∞ ?permanentfreebed 2　manentfreebeds 
認諾盤憩譜軍票・轟壷 ?p説,裏893 ?戟@● 5,OOo.oO ?e 重perInanentfreebed oee cs也teoりOS印h富.Ba社印 ?p劇　　重め5 ?〇〇〇〇〇 ?﨟@調nen仁登重 ebed 
慧欝議議案 ?Bec"l)189S ?● S,ooo.○○ ?e 重Pennanentfreebed Jan.,　ェ896 ?,°75.○○ ?Permanentfreebed 
認bb端.Ma,‥;..….….. ?ec.,　工896 ?,〇〇〇.○○ ?Permanentfreebed 
M鳩.ElizabethW.Stevens.‥..... IFmoFreeBedfromestat ?ec.,　重896 ?,〇〇〇.○○ ?dPermaロentfreebed 
Sa種ce　　　　e o書Mrs.A血。.。T.B:F。anO...… Mr3.MaryAmP.Weld.‥.‥‥‥ ?an.　重899 ?O○○OO ?dpeⅢanent豊reebed 
Ap孔　重899 ?● 5,OOO.OO ?Permanentfreebed 
CharlesR.Cod血an….‥...‥‥.. 　　AmPWdd ?ﾀ9・重9∞ ?,〇〇〇.○○ ?dPemanentfreebed 
寵・龍I重.B議。rd・露・請 ?g.,　　重〇〇〇 ?,〇〇〇・〇〇 ?dPemanentfreebed 
fromtheestateofCaronneH. ?p調26,重9o重 ?,〇〇〇.〇° ?GPermanent缶eebed 
S髄血骨○○d‥‥‥.‥..‥‥.‥‥. 
EstateofMrs.MaryE.Stearns.... ?eb.|9,|9O4 ?ﾜO’O∞.OO ?重鵜皿紬entfr∞b8ds 
藍的g盤e盟窪誌電応需 ?可y26,重○○4 ?,〇〇〇.∞ ?Permanentfreebed r.an　. Fund‥‥..‥...‥‥......‥.. ?uly26,|9o4 ?,o○○.○○ ?駱c皿anent請eebcd 
EstateofMrs.ClaraA.Thacher‥. ?cb.27,重9oS ?,o∞.○○ ?dperInanentfreebed 
CharlesIIerbertWatson..…..‥‥ ?ct.|6,|9O5 ?,OOO.OO ?dpCn勘nen仁登rcebcd 
EstateofGeorgeO.Smith…‥..‥ AnBmardWarrenFreeBedfrom ?p瓦12o,宣○○6 ?IOoO.OO ?綠ermanen[freebed 
na esぬteof鱒a重心etF.W亀nen...... ?ct.a3タ　重9o6 ?,〇〇〇.〇° ?dpe皿ane皿t饗r鈍bed 
EstateofCharlesE.French‥.‥‥ ?p瓦13°,重○○7 ?S,o∞.○○ ?駱e皿anC皿tf章cebed 
EstateofElizabethBu置IingOsgood.. ?卿.5,重9○○ ?’OOO.○○ ?dpe皿調ne血亡fr∞bed 
E9tateOfSusanE,Gavett.‥.‥.‥ ?ug.2,|9O9 ?タふ、○○ ?ﾍpermanentfreebed 
EstateofJoseph.P.Paine……… ?pr組8,|91O ?,〇〇〇.∞ ?dpc血ane皿tf重∞bed 
EstateofWm.Lltchfield.....‥... ?eb.,　霊9重基 ?ﾓ〇〇〇.∞ ?dpe皿anent重富ccbed 
EstateofDr.OliverHenryAmold.. ?uly32,重9重さ ?,○∞.○○ ?dpe調anent!r傑bed 
CostelloC.Converse.‥‥‥‥‥‥ ?eb.27,重9重4 ?,〇〇〇.∞ ?Per血anentfrecbed 
M.IdaConvc重se.‥.‥‥.‥....‥ ?eb.27,宣9置4 ?,oOo.oO ?dPel.manentfreebed 
Nur§es,Alumn鍵Assoc.……‥.‥ ?uneIO,|9|4, ?’5Oo.○○ ?pemanentfrecbed 
EstateofBenjaminLeeds…….∴ ?ov.23,重9重4 ?o,OoO.○○ ?餔pemanentfreebeds 
ota　　　anen章　ree　　...‥ ?? 
M鴫.A.G.FaⅣeu.‥..‥‥‥‥‥ Mi§SHamahM.Weld,Jamaica Pl壷n..………………..‥.. ?an.,　重87重 ?d●OOO.OO ?ｵifef重eebed 
Sept.,　工87重 ??668.重重 ?ｵifcf重eebed 
Thom隠F.Richardson,13Arling- tonStreet‥‥‥.‥‥....‥.‥. 
Nov.,　暮87重 ?'OOO.oO ?ifef'eebed 
MissEllenSte種皿s‥‥‥‥‥‥.‥ C・。諜犠認諾e.誓書 ?p部,　重87e ?d,〇〇〇.○○ ?櫨ef重eebed 
Feb.,　軍895 ?,5°o.○○ ?ifefreebed 
SouthBostonSamaritanSociety…. ?p皿23.基9o6 ?d,〇〇〇.○○ ?i書efreebed 
BostonSocietyoftheNewJeru§alem ?∝.28.重9o6 ?d75.○○ ?重mual書reebed 
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Donations for 1914
Books, Magazines and Reading Matter
Mrs. John L. Grandin
Mr. C. E. Harris
Mr. J. R. Heard
Mrs. W. H. Rockwell
Mrs. Vinfield Smith
Mrs. J. B. Toulmin
M . E. W. Hamden
Mrs.A. L. McKenzie (W. Dept.)
Philathea Class (Stoughton St.
Baptist Church)
Mrs. Ralph A. Stewart (W. Dept.)
Mrs. M. A. Webber (W. Dept.)
Flowe rs
lMrs. A. C. Bu調age
Mrs. C. C. Converse
Miss Nellie Carter (every
Saturday)
Mrs. J. L. Grandin
Manchester FIower Mission
Mrs. Stewart Wrightington
. i
Thomas Plant Co.
Mrs. Bigelow
Mrs. Albert Cooper
Mr. Arthur F. Estabrook
Mrs. H. R. Hedges
Mrs. Abbott L. Roche
Miss Margaret Watson
Christmas Donations
Mrs. S. H. Roblin, CIothing and toys.
Mrs. W去rren W. Towle, dothing.
Mrs. Robert L. O’Brien, CIothing.
Mrs. Thomas B. Aldrich, tOyS.
Mrs. Adel証de A. Quim, CIothing.
Mrs. Winfield Smith, tOyS.
Mrs. W劃iam O. Mam, CIothing and toys.
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Hedges, Clothing.
Mrs. John Bums, dothing.
Mrs. J. L. Grandin, Plants.
Cobb, Bates & Yerxa, Candy.
L. C. F王sher & Co., treeS.
6工
Donations of Cash
Christmas
Edward H. Mason, $25.
Mrs・ Charles J. Van B調nt, $3O.
Mrs. Edith G. Leonard, $5.
Dr. J. E. Briggs, $5.
For Clark Ward, $3.
Giris’Friendly Society of East Boston, $3.
Chase & Sahbom, $25.
Dr. Cah劃, $35.
Patient 3d S叫g., $|.
Patient of Dr. Conrad Wesselhoeft for W. Dept., $|OO.
Patients of Dr. Wh. F. Wesselhoeft, $r75.
Miscellaneous
Mrs. Elizabeth C. Bliss, bath robe.
Boston Y. M. C. Union,工5 rides.
Christian Science Monitor.
Dr. O. R. Chadwe11 ($25 W. Dept., Phonographic records).
Mrs. Catherine Fancom, French cabinet.
Miss Grace Jones, gameS.
Mrs. Thonas L. Lockwood, linen.
Mr. R. H. Steams (apparatus for hot-air treatment).
Miss M. Chapman, barrel of apples.
Miss Clara Donaldson, infants, cIothing・
Gordon Trairing School, Singing at Evans Butding.
Mrs. Stephen H. Roblin, tricycle, bath robe and slippers.
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Graduates of Training School
I9O3　Abbott, Miss Alice S.
重903 *Abbott, Miss A. Gertrude
I9重O Abbott, Miss LuCy B.
I9O6　Achenbach, Miss Wmelmena
I906　Adams, Miss Alice M.
I905 *Adams, Miss Rose M.
重9I2　Aheam, Miss Grace A.
I9I3　Auen, Miss Elmyra W.
|9O9　Alleyne, Miss別orence
I9O9 *A皿ison, Miss Agnes H.
重9O4　Amazeen, Miss Florence M.
I9I3　Amerault, Miss Mamie
|9O2 †Anderson, Miss Ama K. D.
重9I3　Anderson, Miss A皿a C.
I905　Anderson, Miss Jessie
I9I2　Anderson, Miss Gertrude Q.
|9重O AnsIow, Miss Grace E.
重896 *Arenburg, Miss Anna J.
重894 *Armington, Miss Helen F.
重898　Armstrong, Miss Bessie I.
重894　Armstrong, Miss E11en S.
I9O6　Atchinson, Miss Lottie
I9重4　Austin, Miss Dorothy
I9O5　Ayer, Miss Lucy E.
9I3　Bain, Miss Helen
9I3　Baird, Miss Jeanie K.
899 *Banweu, Miss Janet L.
904　Barrett, Miss Elizabeth R.
9O5　Ba,rrett, Miss Ama
894　Bamun, Miss Eleenah
9重2　Ba,tchelder, Miss Eva M.
9O4　Baxter, Miss Laura M.
9O7　Beachan, Miss Myra L.
89O *Beal, Miss Katherine V.
9重3　Bcarce, Miss Alice E.
9I4　BecIⅣith, Miss Clara L.
897 *Beebe, Miss Esther M.
9I2　Bertholdi, Miss Ma,ry R.
889　Black, Miss Alice
9IO Blantener, Miss Josephine
MacD.
I902 *Bligh, Miss Eldora E.
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I9O3傘Bohaker, Miss Edith M.
I897 *Bond, Miss Carlotta
I9O9　Bool, Miss Marie
I9O2 *Bowers, Miss Amie
I894　Bowlby, Miss May
I9I3　Boyer, Miss Mary H.
I896　Breed, Miss Jemie A.
I9I2　Brievogal, Miss Laura C.
I9暮O Briggs, Miss Catherine G.
I9I3 *Brock, Miss Mary
I895　Brock, Miss Mary E.
I899　Brooks, Miss Mary E.
I896　Brown, Miss Katherine
I896　Brown, Miss Nellie
I9OI Brown, Miss Lilla M.
重9O2　B own, Miss Mattie W.
I9O7 *Brown, Miss Esther F.
I9I3　Bullard, Miss Nancy W.
I9O8蜜Bums, Miss Mabel L.
I9O9　Bumside, Mis§ Frances
I9O9 *Butterfidd,Miss Gertrude M.
I9置4　Buzze11, Miss Ruby
I9O2　Cadwe叫Miss Cha,rlotte
I909 *Cahill, Miss Catherine
I9O7　Caims, Miss Helen W.
重9重I Caldwdl, Miss FIorence E.
I898 *Ca,mPbe叫Miss Janet
置909　Campbell, Mi§S Christine T.
I905　Campbeu, Miss Ma加ha S.
I899　C rr, Miss Helen F.
I90I Carven, Miss Bertha
I895　Cassel, Miss Mercy M.
I9重I *Cassidy, Miss Ama E.
章895 *Cavannah, Miss Catherine W.
重908　Cawthome, Miss Bessie
I9置2　Cayting, Miss Li皿a,n G.
I905　Chapin, Miss Mae
I9I4　Chase, Miss Ada R.
I896　Cheney, Miss A. Belle
賞896　Churc ill, Miss Mary S.
I9IO *Clark, Miss Marian P.
[89重*Clearwater, Miss Sallie
重9重2　Cleasby, Mis§ Mary B.
I909　CIogston, Miss Jessie
I89I $Cobb, Miss Florence A.
霊9O4 *Cobum, Miss Ma,ry B.
章9重3　Coffin, Miss Mary L.
重90重　Colbum, Miss Edith
I9I2　Coe, Miss Louise M.
I9IO *coffey, Miss Mabel G・
I9O4†事Co節n, Miss Margaret
I895 *Cole, Miss Frances
I9I重　Comors, Miss FIorence M.
I9O9 *Cook, Miss Marion
I902　Coombs, Miss Georgia S.
I9I4　Corey, Miss Mary C.
重9O9 $Cousins, Miss Edith L.
I9O8事Cowan, Mi§S Ne11ie M.
重902　Creaser, Miss Edith
I9I2　Crawford, Miss Margaret J.
重9O9　Creed, Miss Mary E・
I898　Cressy, Miss Edith G.
重899　Crittenden, Miss Ruth E.
I899　Crosby, Miss Bertha
I905　Crosby, Miss Louise
I9O9　Crosse, Miss Celia M.
重9I4　Cu11en, Miss Frances M.
重9O8　Cu11en, Miss Margaret
賞9O2　Currier, Mrs. Leonora B.
重90重　富Currier, Miss Lena G.
I894　Curtis, Miss Lida
I9重O Cu丸ing, Miss Blanche
I9賞O Cushing, Miss Georgia L.
I895 *CuttsタMiss Dorothy M.
I894　Daly, Miss Mary C.
I896 †Davis, Miss Ali∞ J.
I896 $Davis, Miss Mattie
重896　Dean, Miss Alma
I9O置*Deane, Miss Bessie
I9I2　Dencklau, Miss Pauline L.
I9O9　DeRusha, Miss Lena E.
I9I2　Devaney,・ Miss Rose
重905　Diaz, Miss M. Jean
|897　Dickey, Miss Alexandrja
重887 *Dinsmore, Mrs. Lillian Bums
9重3　Dodkin, Miss Harriet H.
899 *Dodge, Miss Laura
9O6 *Dow, Miss Genevieve A.
895　Downs, Miss Lina V.
89O Drake, Miss Adelia M.
I904事Drummond, Miss Maud I.
重899†*Dunbar, Miss Jessie V.
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[897　Dunham, Miss FIorence A.
[9O8　Dmn, Miss Genevieve A.
[9OI Durant, Miss Geongina M.
:9I2　Durgan, Miss Idabel
:9O8　Eames, Miss Helen A.
※冨露盤書写K’
’9O6　Ehlert, Miss Irene A. S.
898 *Eldridge, Mrs. Susie F.
9 2　Eldridge, Miss Agatha R.
893　Elkins, Miss Lillian
9O5　Ellis, Miss Alice
9O6 *Ellison, Miss Emma A.
9O7 *Ellison, Miss Nettie B.
9IO *Emery, Miss Alice N.
902章Emery, Miss Katherine S.
9II *Em rson, Miss E. Hortense
9重4　Emmerson, Miss Edith K.
9O8 *Estes, Miss Madeline M.
899　Evans, Miss Alice M.
9O5岬anjoy, Miss Ethel W.
9O8 *Faulkner, Mrs. Helen B.
897　Femesey, Miss Mary V.
9O6　F nwick, Miss Susie P.
893　Filmore, Miss Harriet M.
896 *Fisher, Miss Ama
909　Fisher, Miss Maud E.
9O4　Flash, Mrs. Alice H.
894呼lemming, Mrs. Ama T.
897　Forbes, Miss Harriet
9重2　Ford, Miss FIorence
902　Ford, Miss Sara E.
894 †Fosket, Miss Neuie
898　Fowler, Miss Mary F.
90重　呼ox, Miss Nellie M.
898 *Fraser, Miss Christie A.
9I4　Fre man, Miss Emice P.
9O6　Freeman, Miss Susanne M.
9I4　French, Miss Amie
907　French, Miss Susan W.
896　Fullerton, Miss Abbie M.
895　Fulton, Miss Alice A.
9重I Fulton, Miss Helen A.
9重2　Gallagher, Miss Mimie
9O9　Ga11ivan, Miss Ama G.
9O重*Gammon, Miss Amie M.
892 *Gates, Miss Mary D.
9I4　Gates, Miss Nettie S.
89O Gay, Miss FIorence C・
888　Gibby, Miss Isabelle P.
9I重†Giles, Wanita R.
907　Gmett, Miss Eliza A.
893 *Glines, Miss Sarah J.
9重I Godfrey, Miss Vemie G.
9O9　Goldsmith, Miss Pauline M.
903 *G∞dwin, Miss Alice P.
889　Gould, Miss Alice H.
892 *Gould, Miss Emma J.
899 *Gould, Miss Hattie
896 *Graham, Miss Mabdle A.
899　Grant, Miss Helen
909　Grant, Miss Ma,y
907　Griffin, Miss FIorence C.
903　Griswold, Miss Alys
892　Groitt, Miss Ma章garita
895　Groves, Miss Frances A.
9O6 *Gummerson, Miss Mary E.
I9I4　Hagan, Mi§S Kari S. L.
|90I *Hall. Miss Edith A. L.
裏895　Hamilton, Miss Ella
I892　Hanlon, Miss Jchama
I9I3　Ha血y, Miss Grace A.
重889 *Ha,mah, Miss Ora B.
I9OI †Hannah, Miss Edna
重9I| *Hannaford, Miss Bemice F.
I9O7　Hansen, Miss Alma H.
I897 *Hanway, Miss Mary
I9O4†事Harrington, Miss Alice M.
I899　Harrison, Miss Bemese
I9II *Harris, Miss Katherine A・
I9I4　Harris, Miss Ma堪uerite E・
賞888　Haskins, Miss Floren∞ L.
I897 *Hastings, Miss Mary W.
I9O9 *Ha,rt, Miss Louise M.
I9O9　Hartwell, Miss Amie
I9霊3　Harvey, Miss Phebe A.
I9I2　Hat丘eld, Miss Mary H.
重899　Henry, Miss Catherine
I894 *Herrick, Miss Nellie G.
I9O7 †Hickey, Miss Kathe血e L.
I897 *Higgins, Miss Clara T.
重9O6　Higgins, Miss Sarah N.
重9IO Hill, Miss Mabel A.
I9I4　Hinds, Miss Hden L.
I889　Hines, Miss Lida
重909 †Hodges, Miss Lucy
詣認諾藍蕊aM’
9重O Howe, Miss FIorence L.
894 *Howe, Miss Mary A.
888 †Howland, Miss Alice M.
898　Hoxie, Miss Lucy
9O6　Humphreyl Miss Ethel A.
9I3　Humphreyl Miss FIorence A.
887 *Hunt, Miss Ama H.
9OI *Hunterl Miss Mabelle G.
899　Hutsel, Miss Ida
906 †Hynes, Miss Elizabeth J.
9宣3　Hunt, Miss Katherine
9I2 Inglis, Miss FIora E.
I9O9 Irving, Miss Ne11ie M.
I9O2 Jacobs, Miss Maud E.
I9I2 Jacobson, Miss Hannah C・
I9O6 *Jackson, Miss Marion L.
重9O2 *Jameson, Miss Ella M・
I889 Jerauld, Miss Myra
I9重3 Johnson, Miss Cora M.
裏9I3 Johnson, Miss Harriet B"
I898 Johnson, Mi§S Harriet M.
I908 *Johnson, Miss Hortense H.
I9O4 *Jchnson, Miss Mabel S・
I9重O Johnson, Miss Marian
I9O7 Johaston, Miss Neuie M.
I89O tJones, Miss E航e M.
I9重4 Jones, Miss Marion L.
重893 Judge, Miss Rose E・
I9O6　Kelley, Miss Letitia G.
I9O3　Kerr, Miss Gertrude
I893 *Kidder, Miss Helen B.
I898　Kimball, Miss Clara B.
I9I3　King, Miss Hazel M.
I889 *Lamb, Miss Amie
I9O2　Lamson, Miss Annie M.
重899　Lane, Miss Margaret A.
重899　Lauderbum, Miss FIora B.
I9I3　Lawrence, Miss Ailene
I9O2 *Lawson, Miss Laura M.
|9O重†*Leadbetter, Miss Marietta
重906　 ee, Miss Lillian
I892 *Lee, Miss Sarah C.
I9I3　Lefferts, Mrs. Sa,rah F.
I9II Leonard, Miss Esther
重89I Lewis, Miss Marion
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895　Lieber, Miss Elizabeth
9O4　Lindsay, Miss Alice
9O7　Limen, Miss Gertrude A.
9IO *Linneu, Miss Lmian
887 †Loomis, Mrs. Elea,nor Kochler
895　Lown, Miss Anna B.
892 *Ludgate, Miss Clara
893　Lunt, Miss Lydia S.
I899　McBrideタMiss Ma,rgaret F.
I888　McClarmin, Mrs. Helen M.
I9II McCormack. Miss Sarah G.
I9O5　MacCu11y, Miss Elizabeth B.
I9O3 *MacDonald, Miss Mary
I9O7 *MacEachran, Miss Katherine
I9O4　McGill, Miss Bessie L.
I889　McKay, Miss Jenrie
I897　McKema, Miss Sadie
I9O2 *McKimon, Miss Melissa
I9重重　McLeam, Miss Ama M.
I894　MacI‘eunan, Miss Elizabeth
I896　McLeod, Miss Elizabeth
I9O重　MacIcod, Miss M. Armie
I9I2　McManus, Miss Mary E.
I898　McRae, Miss Katherine
I898　Malcolm, Miss Sophia C.
I9O重　Manwdl, Miss Theodosia
I897　Ma,thews, Miss Crissie
I906　MatthewsタMiss Gertrude
I906　Marsh, Miss Anna L.
重893　Marshan, Miss Barbara D.
I896　Marshall, Miss Ca血otta
I9I4　Mar§hau, Miss Ethel B.
I897　Marfu, Mrs. Hattie L.
I906　Marth, Miss Mary E.
置9O5　Maxweu, Miss Arma R.
I9O7　Meader, Miss Lauria G.
I9重賞*Melven, Miss Isa,bel
重907 *Merrill, Miss Jessie
I904 *Mem叫Miss FIorence A.
重902 *Meyer, Miss Hulda
I9重O *Milberry, Miss Sophia A.
重9重2　Mins, Miss Amie E,
I9O6　Mars, Miss Elizabeth H.
I9重量　Mo皿.oe, Miss Helen
I897　Monroe, Miss Winifred
I896 *Morey, Miss Emma C.
重9IO Morrill, Miss Ethel B.
I9O3　Morgan, Miss Annie Odell
I9重3　Morse, Miss Alice H.
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9O9　Mosher, Miss Madeline G.
9重O *Mowatt, Miss Bessie McA.
9O4　Mudge, Miss Elizabeth E.
9重4　Muirhead, Miss Eva M.
I9I4 *Nash, Miss Carrie L.
重9O7　NichoIson, Miss Mary H.
重9I3　Norton, Miss Bessie L.
I894 *Norwood, Miss Ca,rrie P.
I909 *O’Brien, Miss Ellen L.
I899　Packard, Miss Abbie F.
I9重4　Packard, Miss Ida G.
I9O6 $page, Miss Rebecca
I9O5　Papineau, Miss Maud E.
I898 *Paton, Miss Georgina,
重9O7　Patterson, Miss Anna C.
I9重I PawIowski, Miss Anna. M.
I9O9 *Payne, Miss Bea,trice E.
I9O3　Peck, Miss Cla,ra B.
I9O6 *Pember, Miss Berta
|9重I Perkins, Miss Bertha, M.
I89I *perrin, Miss Helen
I898 *Perry, Mrs. Grace W.
|9重2 apersonS, Miss Mary B.
I9I4　Petrie, Miss Evelyn
I9重2　Phee, Miss Jennie
重9II Phee, Miss Marga,ret
I905　Phelps, Miss Grace E.
I9O7　Pier∞, Miss Muriel A.
I908　Pierce, Miss Mary N.
I894 *Pike, Mrs. Anna L.
I9O8　Pilling, Miss Bertha M.
I903 *Pimey, Miss Bertha E.
I9O5　Pitfidd, Miss Anna M.
I898 *Poole, Miss Alice M.
量9O重　Potter, Miss Lucy G.
I888 apowers, Miss Ada
|890 *Powers, Miss Zoe L.
I9II Ramstad, Miss Dina
賞9重I Raper, Miss Susan
I905 *Rankin, Miss Emma W.
I9I2　Rasmussen, Miss Lilly
I894　Read, Miss Sara C.
I893　Reed, Miss Georgie A.
重899　Re , Miss Florence H.
I9O3 *Reeves, Miss Alice
I895　Rice, Miss Mary E.
I893　Richardson, Miss Lora M.
I889 *Rittman, Miss Wilhimina
I9O8　Roberts, Miss Hattie C,
I908　Robinson, Miss Harriet L.
I9IO *Robbins, Miss Grace E.
|9O2　Robbins, Miss Edith
|9I4　Rouinson, Miss Olive M.
重90I *Root, Miss Mary C.  ¥
I9O|　Rowe, Miss Martha E.
I895　Ruefli, Miss Elise
I9O7　Rueu, Miss Emma A.
重889　Ru11, Miss Catherine
I895　Ryder, Miss Caroline E.
I9重O *Sa,mPSon, Miss Nina B.
I899　Sanger, Miss Louise C.
I898 †Sawyer, Miss Ruth W.
I904　Schirmer, Miss Margaret I.
I897　Scott, Miss Kate Gertrude
I896　Severance, Miss E11a M.
897 *Shepstone, Miss Margaret
898　Sherman, Miss NeⅡie B.
893　Sillars, Miss Alice P.
I903 *Simpson, Miss Cora R.
I894 *Sleep, Miss Jemie
I892 *Smith, Miss Edith G.
|896　Smith, Miss Gertrude A.
I902　Smith, Miss Fem M.
I907　Smith, Miss Marion P.
I909　Smith, Miss Bessie M.
I9O9　Snow, Miss Mary L.
I904 *Soper, Miss Grace M.
I9o2 *Soule, Miss Clara Belle
I902 *Sprague, Miss Caroline
|904　Spurling, Miss M. Frances
I894 *StamersタMiss E. Louise
|897　Stanton, Miss Edith M.
I9O9 *Staples, Miss Jessie P.
I896 *Statham, Miss Nellie
I90I Steinhour, Miss E飴e
重892　Stephenson, Miss Elizabeth S.
I894　Steves, Miss Cynthia
I898　Stewart, Miss Grace
I9I3 *Stinson, Mrs. Ama R.
I903†奪Stinson, Miss Ha調iet L.
I9o2　Stolte, Miss Emma H.
|89重†年Sutcliffe, Miss Alice W.
I9重I *Sweetland, Miss Ca重rie M.
I894　Swift, Miss Cecelia J.
I9I4　Sylvester, Miss Mary U.
I887　Talbot, Miss Mary P.
重9重O Tavender, Miss Ruth D.
898 *Taylor, Miss Helen L. E.
9I3 *Taylor, Miss Helene M.
895　T eobold, Miss Alice M.
89  *Thompson, Miss Carrie M.
9重2 *Thompson, Miss Weltha
9I|　Tingley, Miss Ella F.
89I Tisdale, Miss Eliza,beth J.
895　Todd, Miss Clemmie
9霊2　Toomey, Miss Hden
897　Tracy, Miss Susan E・
895 †Tucker, Miss Alice
9O2　Tweedie, Miss Janet
9O6 *Tweedie, Miss Edith H.
890　Upham, Miss Esther M.
9重O Upton, Miss Carrie L.
903 *Urquhart, Miss May H.
909　Urquhart, Miss Jeanette
I896　VanWart, Miss Belle D.
|9IO†掌Ⅴ劃mey, Miss Sabina
I896 *Vibber, Miss Aimee W.
I909　Vincent, Miss Teresa
|894　Vosheu, Miss Lucy J.
I894　Vye, Miss AmyJ.
I9OI *Vye, Miss Mangare七
I889 *Wade, Miss Mary E.
I894　Wa tt, Mrs. Mangaret P.
I9O9　Wa皿en, Miss Sarah
I9I3　Walsh, Miss A皿I.
I894　War , Miss Mary
|888　Warren, Mrs. E11a F.
I890　Wasgatt, Miss Jessie E.
I9IO Waters, Miss Augusta L.
重897　Watson, Miss Elizabeth
I9重3　Watson, Mrs. Isabel S.
I9O9　Webster, Miss Margaret
I897 *Weeks, Miss Alice G.
I899 *Wells, Miss Mina E.
基896　Wells, Mrs. Mary A.
重889 *Wentworth, Miss Mary E.
I893　Whitelaw, Miss Margarita, L.
|9I|　Whitlock, Miss L. Grace
|9O8　White, Miss Mary Pond
I896　Whitman, Mrs. May Ruth
I892 *Whiton, Miss Amm L.
I9重I Wiggin, Miss Josephine
I9I4　Wigginton, Miss Irene S.
?? ?
9O4　Wildes, Miss Blanche
9I4　Williams, Miss Elizabeth E.
892 $Wilson, Miss AIpha L.
9重3　Wilson, Miss FIora M.
9I2　Wilson, Miss Harriett L.
896 *Wingate, Mrs. Amie L.
896　Wingate, Miss Adelaide C.　I896掌Young, Miss Elizabeth S.
Total number of graduates, 486.
† Deceased.
* Married.
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Summary of Medical Report
January | to December 3工,重9I4
DISEASES ?d ?d ??? 富 ?n 
§ ?W ?ﾚ も ??さ 
鋒 ?ｩ ?ﾆ ????
工6 ? 3 ?d ? ? 
Arteriosclerosis…………………., 
BronchiandTrachea,diseasesof.‥.‥. ?賞4 ?H ?6 
Brain,diseasesof...‥‥‥‥‥‥.‥‥. ?d ? ? ?
Digestivesystem,diseasesof.….‥.‥. ?5 ?O 重 ? 4 2 重 ?¥ 6 ? 8 
Em　鍵ma.‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥ ?H ??2 
Erb’sparalysis.‥‥‥.‥‥.‥.‥.‥‥ ???d 
Erysipelas…..‥‥.‥‥‥.‥‥‥‥‥ ? ??I 霊 
Fever,血eumatic.‥‥‥.‥‥‥‥‥‥・ 
``　typhoid‥‥‥‥‥.‥‥‥.‥ G●t　●　di ?? 
enlO-urmarySeaSeS‥・‥・‥‥‥‥‥ G置cosu正a‥‥.‥‥‥‥‥‥..‥‥.‥. ? 3 ? 4 ? ?d ?d 
Heartdiseases ?重4 2 ? 重 ? ? 仁: 3 
重4 重 2 
Malnutrition‥ 
Nervoussystem,disea,SeSof..‥‥‥‥‥ ? 4 ? 重5 ? 重 量 ? 2 工 ? 宣 
Osteo-SarCOmaoffemur‥‥.‥‥.‥.‥ 
Pellagra………………‥・・・…… ? ? ?? 
38 重O 4 ?d 9 重 ??7 3 量 
●　-　　　　　　- 
Sarcoma,Ofkidney…‥.‥‥‥‥‥‥‥ 　　fl’ 
SarcomaolVer…‥...‥.‥.‥‥‥ ?2 工 ?d 重 工 ?d 
Spleno-mydogenousleukemia.‥‥‥‥・ 
Syphilis…………………‥・・‥ ? ? I ??H 
Tuberculosis….,‥‥‥‥‥ ?H ? 3 ?? 
) ?6 ?d5 ? ?u7 ?
To富Aし‥‥‥‥‥‥.‥‥‥‥‥‥. ?88 ?33 ?0 ?6 ?7 
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DISEASES ?ischarged 
富 ?x ?y ?y ?宦?岩 
Sca,rletfever…・…・…・・‥‥……‥……‥ “`●witharthritis‥‥‥‥‥..‥‥‥‥. ?65 ○○ 9 4 4 重 重 4 重 工 3 2 3 重 重 6 22 2 重 重 2 ? 重 重 ??? 重 
“　“　``　cervicaladenitis…‥‥.‥‥‥ 
``　　``　　``　　``　　　=　andotitismedia. 
``　　``　cervicaladenitisandvaricella..…‥ 
``　ll　`l　　`l　=　fdo皿of亀nger‥ 
“　“withde脆riumtremens‥..‥‥.‥‥ 
“　``　　買　diphtheria.……………‥, 
``　　``　　``　　``　　　andmastoiditis‥.. 
`《　　“　=　endocanditis.‥‥.‥‥.‥.‥. 
“　“　“e章ysわeIas‥‥….‥…‥‥‥ 
ll　=　バ　紺onof丘nger.……….…. ???d 3 
α　　くく　=　Ludwig)sangina..………… 
“　　``　　``　ma,StOiditis.‥‥‥‥…‥‥‥ 
“　“　“mastoiditisandbronchitis‥.‥ 
``　　“　``　measles‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥... 
``　“　``　nephritis.‥.…………..‥ 
“　　``　　``　otitismedia,.…..‥‥...‥.‥ ?2 
``　　`lotitismediaandpneunoria..…‥. 
“　“　“　“　``　va瓦ce皿a…...‥‥ 
=　　=　=　　高　く(　=　andpneu- 
《`　　“withparotitis…………..‥..… 
“　“　``　p虹e調onia.‥‥‥….….… ? 
``　　“p皿eumo正aandva正∞11a.…‥.‥.‥ ? 
“　　``　w重也pe轟uss重S…………‥.‥.… ?d 重 ??宣 
(`　　侶　=　pueaperal§ePticemia.….…‥ 
``　　``　“pyelitis.‥‥….………‥. 
=　(l競血itisandulceroflip.…….….. l` ? 
“Ⅵ七h皿gwo調s..……...‥…‥ ?ﾊ 
ll　``　`lrupturedappendix..…‥.…. くく ?d 
“　“tons址itis‥‥.‥.…‥‥‥‥. ? 
T鎚のcαγγied句抑αrd‥…………・・…・… ?56 ?重 ???d2 
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DISEASES ?冨 ?y ?ｦ ?y ?ﾓ Q 
Broughきれ競りαrd.....‥.・・‥‥‥‥‥‥・‥‥ Scarletfeverwithurticaria……….‥‥.‥‥‥ ?456 ?d工 重 重 賞 ? ?d 22 ?d2 4 
I 
ll　=　=va lll《　くく ?ua・…・……:・・……・ ?? 
Diphtheria.‥‥‥‥ ?ndpertussIS…‥‥‥ ?d 96 
“∴∴録a重yngeal ??d7 ??4 重 霊 重 2 25 
くく　　ca重心er.‥ ?? 
=　　withcervicaladenitis……………. ?量 
=　　　　=　measles.‥.‥.‥‥‥‥‥.‥‥. ?工 
=　　nephritisandpost-dipth.paralysis..…・ ?重 
=　　withtyphoidfever.....‥.‥‥‥‥‥. ?重 
=　　l`　vahceua‥‥‥‥‥..‥‥‥‥‥ ?3 
56 重 量2 
l(　　　　　　● 
(l　=　pneu皿oⅢa‥…・‥‥‥・‥‥・‥・・‥ 
=　pneumo壷a)PyO-nePhrosisa,ndincarcerated 
Misce11aneous- 
▲　　　　-　-　・l〃 
E　sielas 
=　　　withcervicaladenitis……‥..‥.. ?重 重9 5 重 工 8 
``　　　``　generalsepticemia,‥...‥...‥ 
=　　withpneumo正a‥….‥‥.‥.‥.‥ 
.l-　11●l 
●　一 ?
Tonsimtis.‥.‥‥ ?
Va五〇d血.‥‥‥‥ Negative‥‥‥.‥ ?? 
ToでAし.....‥..‥..‥.‥‥‥.‥...‥.‥‥ ?7基O ?d4 ?d ?3 
7工
Report of Matemity Department
January l, [9I4., tO December 3|, |9r4
Number of patients in hospital, Dec. 3I, I9宣3 WOmen ‥ ‥ … ‥
i櫨給血七s ‥‥.‥‥
Number of patients admitted during the year. ‥ … …. … …
Number of confinements during the year. … ‥ …. …. ‥ ‥ …
Number of living infants bom during the year.. …. … …
Stillbirths
Died during the year women
i血fants
Presentations
Complications
Causes of Death (Women)
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C鍵Sarean SeCtion
Post partem hemor血age
Sca血et fever
??????。???…??
?????????????
Cau§eS Of Death (Infants)
Patients Treated at Out-Patient Department
Post Natal (4 mOS.)
District Patients...... ‥
District Nursing... ‥ ‥.
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?????????
??????????。 ?????? ?????
??????
Summary of Surgical Report
January工tO December 3I, ]9]4
A寄D〇㍍EN
Adhesions.
Appendicitis
Cholelithiasis ‥.. ‥ ‥ ‥
Common duct, carCinoma
Duodenal ulcer ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥.
Hemia, femoral ‥ …. ‥
``　血gu遺品….‥‥
くく　　u皿b孤ical. ‥.. ‥
=　　ven七重al ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥
Intestines, CarCinoma ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥
``　　　Meckel,s diverticulum..
くく　　　obstruction.
バ　　　Ⅴ01vulus. ‥.
LiveI‘, CarCinoma, ‥ ‥..
`l cirrhosis.‥.‥‥
Pancreas, CarCinoma. ‥
Pancreatitis..‥.. ‥ ‥.
Stomach, CarCinoma ‥ ‥ ‥. ‥.
=　　　neurosis‥.‥..‥.‥
在　　　ulcer………….‥
Visceralptosis. ‥. ‥‥‥.‥ ‥
BoNES AND JoINTS
Ankylosis ‥...‥‥‥‥‥‥‥
Arthritis.‥...‥‥‥‥.‥‥.
DisIocations ‥..‥...‥‥.‥.
Frac七櫨でeS.‥..‥..‥.‥‥.‥.
Fo°t (misce皿aneous deformities)
Gemvalg調……..……."
Tblαls `αrried fb糊αγd ‥ ‥
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??????????????????????
?
?????
?????????
??????????
?? ??
?????????
??????? ?????????
????????
?? ???????????
DISEASES ?? ?c心喝告 ??
焉 ????ヽ■ ?y ◆● ?d 
鐘 ? ?????ﾛ 
Bγ0衡h筋糊咋‥‥…………‥ ?79 ?7 ?d5 ?2 3 4 重 ?4 賞 2 2 重 重 重 
Genuvam皿‥.‥‥.‥‥.‥‥‥..‥ ?d3 ?d 
Osteomyelitis…‥.‥.‥‥‥‥.‥‥ ?d5 ? ?d 2 3 
Osteo-SarCOma………….……., ? ?d 
音P　●　’- ? 基 3 重 5 ?d 5 
Poliomyelitis,defomityfrom.……. 
Scoliosis..‥‥‥...‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥ Spinaltumor. 
S　　’’ ?2 重8 
T　’　’ 
Tuberculosis‥.‥‥.‥‥‥‥‥.‥‥ 
Miscellaneous…‥.………∴….1,. ? ? 
B瓦EAS富 
Benigntumors‥.‥‥.‥‥‥‥‥‥. ?9 ?d3 3 
● ?9 重重 2 重 I 
S宣 
BRA重N 
EAR 
●　● 
Foreignbody……..………‥,‥ 
Fumnculosis..…………..‥‥‥. ? 
音　　　　●. ?7 23 ? 6
Otitismedia.‥‥‥‥.‥‥.‥‥‥‥ 
EYE 
七a　　七 ?9 6 ?3 7 
G重auc○ma‥.‥.‥‥.‥.‥...‥‥‥ 
S七　b’ ?dO 重7 ?d7 重5 ?d 3 ? 3 
Miscellaneous‥‥‥‥..‥.‥..‥‥. 
FACEANDNECK 
46 43 ? 8 ?置 3 
Adenitis,Cervical‥‥‥‥.‥‥.‥‥. 
Goitre‥‥‥‥‥.‥‥‥‥‥‥.‥‥ ? ? ?喜 
MaligpantttlmOrS.‥……‥‥…‥ ?d5 ? ?重 ??
Neuralgia.‥‥‥.‥.‥.‥.‥‥‥‥ ? ? 
BIadder,Calculus.‥.‥.‥‥‥‥‥‥ ? ?d ?ﾊ ?d 
高　ca’rCinoma………‥∴・…・ ?d ?d ?d ?ﾅ　し3 
“　cystitis,………...‥.‥‥ ?d ??d 
TbめIs`αγγiedfbγ秒αγd…‥,‥.‥‥ ?dO46 ?30 ?7 ?9 ?3 
腿
DISEASES ?? ?鴇harg鎗 ??
軍 ?ｾ ?ｾ ?n ?ﾅ 
§ ?〟??氈??徑.● 
由 ? ?ｹ ????
Bγ0αghifbγ秒αγd‥.‥….‥‥…‥ Bladdermtured ?dO46 ?30 ?7 重 賞 ?9 ?3 重 
p ``・tuberculosis…‥,‥‥‥‥‥ ?8 ? ?重 量 ? 工 2 
Penis,Phimosis..…..‥.‥.‥‥.‥. 
Prostate,Ca,rCinoma….‥‥‥‥‥.‥ (l ?d ?d 3 
hypertrophy‥‥‥‥. ?3 ?? 
Scrotum,hydrocele‥‥.‥‥‥‥‥‥ 　●`　vari∞Cde ?d4 
Testicle,tuberculosis.…‥‥‥‥‥‥ ? 3 ???
=　　undescended.‥‥‥.‥.‥‥ ? ??d 
Urethra,Stricture...………‥..‥. ?d3 ?? 
Miscellaneous………………∴‥ ?6 ? ?7 
GYNEECOLOGICAL 
Cervixandperineum(1acerations).‥. ?9 ?d 7 ?3 
Ovary,CarCinoma.‥‥‥‥‥.‥‥‥ ? 
=　cyst….……"‥.‥‥‥‥‥ ?7 ??H 
Tube,Salpingitis.‥‥….‥.‥.‥‥ ?6 ?? ? 
“　ectopicgestation….,‥…‥‥ ?dO ??I 
Uterus,abortion…‥‥‥.‥‥.‥‥. ?5 ???? 
“　ca,rCinoma‥‥.‥..‥‥‥.‥ ? ??3 
=　　endometritis‥‥.‥.‥‥.. ?9 
`’　fibroidtumor.‥‥‥‥‥.‥. ?8 ?d ?2 ? 重 重 
“malpositions.‥‥‥‥‥. (l ?6 ?d ?重 
PregnanCy..‥・ ?6 ?d ?重3 
“　stenosisos..‥‥...‥‥ 
Vagina,CarCinoma…‥‥.‥‥‥‥‥ ?d ?d ?重 
Miscellaneous.‥‥‥‥.‥‥‥‥.‥ ?2 ? ?3 
HAND 
Sepsis….‥‥‥.‥.‥‥‥‥‥‥‥. ?6 ? ?.∴ 2 I 
工3 ? 2 
K重DNEY 
Hypemephroma…‥..‥..‥.‥‥‥ ? 重 
Movable…‥‥‥‥‥……‥…‥ Nehritis.…...‥‥..‥‥.‥.‥‥. 
Nephrolithiasis…‥.‥‥..‥‥‥‥. ? ?d ?3 
Pyo-nePhrosis‥‥‥.‥.‥.‥‥‥.‥ ? 
MuscLES,TENDONSANDBuRS屠…‥‥. ?4 5 重 ? 2 重 ?重 重 賞 
NosE　THROATANDMouTH ) r 
Cleftpalate……..‥‥….‥….‥ 
TbめIscαγγiedjbrα′Ord,‥….‥…. ?H700 ?77 ?9 ?dO重 ?9 
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DISEASES ??????さ ?y ●○ ?d 
由 ???????ﾛ 
BγOl!ghタカ抑α履.‥‥‥‥.‥‥‥‥ ?700 ?77 ?9 ?dO重 ?9 重 3 
Dev.septum…‥‥.‥‥‥‥.‥‥‥ ?d9 ? ?2 
Hyp6r.tonsils.….‥.‥‥‥…‥… ?07 ? ?3 
=　　 urbinate ?
重 25 25 重 重6 56 ? 3 4 ,6 重 ?重 
Miscellaneous‥‥‥‥‥..‥.‥‥.‥ 
RRCTUⅢ ??重 3 I 
● 
Hemorrhoids…………∴‥‥‥‥. 
Misce11aneous‥‥.‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥. ?2 4 ??重 ?3 I 
T遍ORAX 
Carcinomaoflungs.‥‥. 
●　　一 ??? I 
Pleuritice任usion‥. Ⅴ ? 
E重NS ??重O ? 
● 
MISCELLANEOUS 
Abscesses..…………….‥.‥.‥ ?0 ? 
) Benigntumors‥……‥‥‥‥‥.‥ ? 64 ? 6 ?2 嘉 重 
7 重 ?d 6 4 
Cardno皿aofgroins‥.‥‥.‥‥.‥. 
音量 重 
Erysielas..‥..‥‥.‥‥‥.‥‥‥. 
Esophagealstricture‥‥.‥‥‥‥‥. ?d 
Gangrene,diabetlC‥…‥. ? ??3 
=　　　trau皿a七ic.‥.‥‥‥‥‥‥ 
● ? ??2 
Lymphangitis……………‥、‥‥ ?d4 
Pneumonia‥‥‥‥.‥‥..‥‥‥‥. ?I 重 ??d 
Pu卿urah鍵mOrrhagica.…‥‥‥‥‥. ? ??重 
ー　●　　　. 
Syphilis.‥.‥‥‥‥.‥‥.‥.‥‥.. 
Traumatism…………………∴ ?0 ? ?重 ?d I 
Notclassified..‥.‥.‥.‥‥‥‥.‥ ?2 ?d4 ?42 
Transferred,nOttreated…………, ??重9 
ToTAし……………...‥‥.‥‥ ?687 ?46 ?9 ?d82 ?dO5 
閥
Abdominal Sections
冒otal ?ﾕecovered ?ied 
▲　●●-〃●一　　● ?08 ?96 ?d2 
Appendectomywithexcisionofmesenteryglands ? ? ?ﾊ 
BreakingtlPofadhesions…..…‥‥‥‥‥‥ ?2 ?7 ? 
▲　　　・　.　　-　　　●　- ?0 重 ?7 重 ? 0 
Ca3Saream.Sectionwithappendectomy‥..‥.‥ 
Cholecystectomy‥…….…‥‥‥‥…‥‥ Cholecystectomywithappendectomy.‥‥…. ?d9 3 ?d7 3 ? 0 
CholecystectomywithCholedochotomy.,‥… ? ??? 
Chofecystotomy.‥‥‥.‥.…‥..‥…‥… Cholecystotomywithappendectomy….….‥ ?5 9 ?重 8 ? 章 
Cholecystotomywithcholedochotomy..…‥‥ ? ? ? 
Cholecystoduodeロostomy…‥.….…….… ? ? ?d 
Cholecystojejunostomy.●……………..… ?d ? ?d 
Colos七〇my…‥‥...‥.‥‥.‥‥‥.‥.‥‥. ? 重 重 ? 重 0 ? 0 工 
Excisionofhypemephroma‥.‥‥‥…‥‥‥ 
Exploratoryincision.‥‥‥.‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥ Gastroenterostomyforcancer……….,‥‥. ?H2 6 ? 5 ? 重 
Gastroenterostomyforulcer‥.‥‥‥.‥‥.‥ ?dO ? ? 
Gastroenterostomywithappendectomy‥‥.‥ ?d ?d ? 
Gastrojejunostomywithappendectomy.‥‥‥ ? ? ? 
●　.　　　　●　　● ?d 2 3 IO9 重3 ?d 重 2 IO6 I3 ? 重 工 3 0 
●　●.● 
…　-　　　●　●一　　　　● 
《　.　●　... 
Hemiotomywithappendectomy…….‥…‥ 
66 23 重 工 置 2 ?重 23 重 量 重 2 ? 〇 〇 〇 0 0 
Hysterectomywithappendectomy‥‥…‥… 
Hysterectomywith　appendectomyandchole- 
ー　　　●　〃 
Hysterectomywithmyomectomy……….‥. 
Hysterectomywithmyomectomyand　ventral 
Hysterectomywithoophorectomy‥……‥‥ 
Intestinalanastamosis‥‥‥‥.‥‥‥‥.‥‥ ?dO 置 ? 0 ? 重 
IntestinalanastamosiswithcoIostomyandap一 
Pendectomy…‥.…….‥‥‥…‥.‥ 
TbめIscαrriedfb畑Iαγd‥.‥‥‥..‥‥‥‥ ?0重 ?39 ?2 
7 8　　　(000〇線d …e帥gの
冒otal ?le○○vered ?ied 
Broughl本棚αγd‥.‥.‥‥‥‥‥‥.‥.‥ ?〇着 ?39 ?2 
●　　　-　　　● ?d 4 3 重 重 ?H 4 3 重 賞 ?Z 〇 〇 〇 〇 
N 
Nep血olithotomy‥‥‥‥……‥……‥… Nh 
Nephropexywithappendectomy..‥‥……. 
・●.　●　●. ?d 2 重3 ?d 2 基2 ??○ 重 
○○　h 
Oophorectomywithappendectomy‥.……‥ 
Oophorectomywithappendectomyandventral 
、　　　●. ? ? ?、 
Oophorectomywithappendectomyand　chole- 
●　● ?d 2 ?H 事 ? 重 
Oophorectomywith　appendectomy,myOmeC- 
tomyandventralfixation‥‥‥‥‥‥‥. 
Oophorectomywithventralfixation‥...‥‥‥ ? ? ? 
Oophorosalpingectomy.‥.‥‥.‥‥‥‥.‥‥ ?5 ?I ? 
Oophorosalpingectomywithappendectomy‥.. ?6 重5 ?5 重5 ?d 0 
Oophorosalpingectomywithappendectomyand 
・l　〇・-　●l 
Oophorosalpingectomywithappendcctomyand 
myomectomy‥‥‥..‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥ ?d 重 2 ? 重 2 ?Z 〇 〇 
Oophorosalpingectomywith　myomectomyand 
・〃　　　　　　-i　　　● 
Oophorosalpingectomywithhysterectomy.…. 
Oophorosalpingectomywithventralfixation.‥ ?餔 ?dO ? 
Resectionofintestine………………...‥ ? ? ??
"→　▲　　●　　●　● ? 9 ? 8 ? 重 
Resectionofovarywithappendectomy….…. 
Resectionofovarywithappendectomyandven- 
tralfixation.‥‥‥‥.‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥ Resectionofovarywithventralfixation,‥‥‥ ? 3 ? 3 ??○ 
"-　一　　●●　●　・ ? 5 7 2 I ? 4 、7 重 重 ? 重 0 重 0 
●　.●　-　　　● 
Salpingectomywithappendectomy‥...….‥ 
Salpingectomywithappendectomyandventral 
li　　　●l 
SuspensionofstomachandtransversecoIon.‥. 
Ventralsusension.‥‥‥‥.‥.‥.‥‥.‥‥ ?5 ?5 ? 
Ventralsuspensionwithappendectomy‥….‥ ?6 ?6 ? 
Ventralsuspensionwithhemiotomy‥‥.‥.‥ ? ? ? 
To富Aし………………..‥‥‥.‥... ?I9 ?45 ?4 
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By-Laws of the Corporation
Article I. The corporation shall be composed of the per-
sons named in the act incoaporating certain persons by the
namc of the `` Massachusetts Homceopathic Hospital;’of such
persons as may be at any legal meeting of the corporation
nomina,ted and elected as members and also of all such per-
sons as shall have contributed the sum of?IOO, Or uPWards
at any one time.
Art. 2. There sha11 be a meeting of the corporation on
the fourth Tuesday in January in each year to be ca11ed the
Annual M卓eting, at Which the following o筒cers shall be
elected, namely, a President, four Vice-Presidents, Such num-
ber of Tru§teeS aS the corporation shall determine, nO亡eX-
Ceeding thirty, a Secretary, and a Treasurer, tO §CrVe OnC
year, and till others shall be chosen and qualified in their
Stead. Any person elected to, and signifying his acceptance
of either of the o航ces mentioned in this article, Shall become
thereby a member of the co呼oration during the term of o航ce.
Any vacancy occurring in the Board of Trustees may be filled
by the Board.
In addition to the number of Trustees above referred to,
five members are to be appointed by the Govemor with the
advice and consent of the Council, under the provision of
Chapter 358 of the Statutes of I89O; and the persons so
appointed shall be members of the corporation for their terms
of o鯖ce.
Art. 3. Notice of the Annual Meeting shall be given by
the Secretary, in one or more newspapers printed in Boston,
at least fourteen days, and by mail five days, PreVious to the
day of meeting; but said meeting may be continued from
time to time, until business thereof shall be accomplished, the
Secretary giving at least one day’§ nOtice of the time and
Place of said adjournment, in a newspaper printed in Boston・
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Art. 4. The Pre§ident, Vice-Presidents, Secretary and
Treasurer shall be, eX・O鯖cio, members of the Board of
Trustees.
Art. 5. The President sha11 preside at a11 meetings of the
corporation, and of the Board of Trustees, if present’and
shall have power to order special meetings of the corporation
or Board of Trustees, Whenever, in his opinion, it may be ex-
Pedient, the Secretary giving at lcast seven days, notice of
such special meetings of the corporation in one or more of the
newspapers printed in Boston, and at least two days, notice
of such special meetings of the Board of Trustees to be sent
by mail to each of the members.
In the absence or incapa.city of the President, Or VaC狐Cy
of the o鯖ce, the Senior Vice-President sha11 perform the
duties which devoIve upon the President.
Art. 6. The Trustees sha11 constitute a Board for the im-
mediate management of a11血e property and concems of the
Institution・ They sha11 make such by-1aws’rules, and regu-
lations to govem their action as they may deem expedient,
not inconsistent with the Charter and By-Laws of the cor-
poration. They shall meet at such times and places as they
Shall by vote determine, Or aS the President may direct; and
all questions which come before the Board shall be determined
by a majority of血e Trustees present and voting ther∞n.
Five members of the Board shall constitute a quorum for the
transaction of business. They shall have power to take any
measures which they sha11 deem expedient for encouraging
subscriptions, dona,tions, and bequests to the coaporation ; tO
petition the Legislature for any additional grants or privileges,
and for such amendments and alterations of the several acts
relative to the corporation as they may think advisable; tO
take charge of and watch over the general interests and con-
cerns of the Institution ; tO enter into a,nd bind the corporation
by such compacts and engagements as they deem advanta.-
geous ; tO Sell real estateJ and authorize the Treasurer with the
approval of a majority of the Committee on Finance to execute
and deliver all deeds or other instruments necessary to convey
the same; tO apPOint amually, Or Otherwise, all prol)er and
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necessary physicians, SurgeOnSタO鯖cers, aSSistants, and ser-
VantS for the superintendence and management of the respec-
tive departments’With such salaries and allowances as they
may from time to time fix and determine; tO make such rules
and regulations for the govemment of said physicians, Sur-
geons, O飴cers, attendants, and servants, and for the admission
Of patients, and the well ordering and conducting of the re-
SPeCtive departments of the Institution as to them ma,y Seem
PrOPer and expedient; PrOVided, however, that the said By-
Laws, rules and regulations sha11 at all times be subject to be
altered or amended by the corporation at their Amual Meet-
ing’Or at any legal meeting specially called for that purpose.
And provided further that all Standing Orders made by any
Board of Trustee§ Shall be in force until altered, amended, Or
repealed by the said Board, by some future Board of Trustees,
Or by the corporation.
They shall cause a fa,ir record of all their doings to be kept,
Which sha11 be laid before the corporation at every meeting
thereof; and at every A調nual Meeting they shall make a
Written report on the Treasurer’s account§ and on the general
State Of the Institution’COmPrlSmg an aCCOunt Of the receipts
and expenditures of the corporation, a Statement Of the num-
ber of patients admitted and discharged during the year in
each department’and all such other matters as may be of im-
POrt狐Ce and interest to the corporation ; and for this purpose
they shall’at SOme PreVious meeting’aPPOint a committee of
the Board.
Art. 7. The Secretary shall notify and attend all meetings
Of the corporation and of the Board of Trustees, and shall
keep a distinct record of the doings of each.
Art. 8. The Treasurer sha11 give bonds, With sureties, tO
the satisfaction of the Board of Trustees, COnditioned for the
faithful discharge of his duties. He shall receive and have
the custody of all moneys, bonds, nOteS, deedsタand other
SeCurities, belonging to the corporation’Which he shall keep
and manage under the direction and control of the Board of
Trustees’Or Of their Commi備ee of Finance. He shall pay no
money but by order of the Board of Trustees, Or Of their com-
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mittees duly authorized by the Board to draw on him therefor.
He shall render an account of the state of his books and of
the funds and property in his custody when called for by the
Trustees or corporation, and he shall make up血e accounts
to the last day of December in each year; Which accounts,
PrOPerly audited, Sha11 be laid before the corporation at their
Amual Meeting. He sha11 upon a vote of the Board of Trus-
tees, Certified to by the Secretary, Or by written instructions
Signed by a majority of the Finance Committee, invest moneys
Or ProPerty belonging to the Hospital’Se11 or exchange any
investments, aSSign, foredose or give partial release of mort-
gages or discharge the same before maturity.
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Standing Orders of the Trustees
ARTICLE I
Meetings
There sha11 be quarterly meetings of the Trustees at the
Hospital on the third Tuesday of January, April, July, and
October, at 3 P. M., and at these meetings all reports a,nd ac-
counts shall be laid before the Board. The Annual Meeting
Of the Trustees shall be held on the first Tuesday of February,
at the Hospital, at 3 P. M.
ARTICLE II
Committees
The Trustees sha11, at their Annual Meeting, aPPOint the
fo11owing standing committees, tO SerVe for one year and until
their successors are appointed :
I. A Finance Committee, tO COnSist of three members, tO
advise with the Treasurer, and to audit his accounts, for which
PurPOSe the Committee shall have power to empIoy experts.
The Treasurer is authorized to invest money or property be-
longing to the Hospital, and to sell or exchange any invest-
ments, Only in ac∞rdance with a vote of the Board of Trus-
tees, Certified to by the Secretary, Or by written instruction
Signed by a majority of the Finance Committee.
2. A Committee of Ways and Means, tO conSist of seven
members, Whose duty it shall be to obtain funds for carrying
On the Hospital, tO SOlicit subscriptions, and to report to the
Trea surer.
3. A Committee on Nominations, tO COnSist of five members
including the president, eX-0航cio, Who shall report to the
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Trustees in writing their recommendations in regard to all
nominations made by the Medical and Surgical Executive
Comm ittees.
Nominations made by the Medical and Surgical Executive
Committees sha11 be made directly to this Committee, and the
Committee shall report to the Trustees at the next meeting of
the Trustees.
They shall also report at the meeting in January a list of
candidates for election as a Medical and Surgical Sta鮪.
ARTICLE IH
Hospital Committee
I. Unless otherwise ordered by the Trustees, the President
of the Hospital shall, at the Amual Meeting of the Trustees’
nominate, Subject to the approval of the Board, SeVen Trustees
including the President ex-Officio to serve upon the Hospital
Committee for one year, Or until their successor§ are aPPOinted.
The Hospital includes the Main Hospital on East Concord
St., the Clark Ward for Children on East Brookline Sらthe
Out置Patient Department on Harrison Ave., the West Depart-
ment at the John C. Haynes Memorial in Brighton, the Evans
Memorial Department on East Concord St.’and the Nash
House on Everett St., Dorchester. The Hospital Committee
shall exercise its functions in all departments of the Hospital,
except such as the Trustees may place in the jurisdiction of
another Committee.
The Committee shall advise with the Superintendent in rela-
tion to all mattersタand all bills for supplies, fumiture, and
ordinary repa.irs, With all pay-rOlls shall be approved, before
payment’by the Committee, Or by the Chairman or other mem-
ber thereof, When duly authorized by said Committee. Vacan-
cies upon the Committee shau be刷Ied by the President of the
Hospital, Subject to the approval of the Trustees. The Com-
mittee shall meet monthly at such times as it may detemine,
or when called together by the Superintendent. They shall
report to the Trustees upon all important matter§, With any
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SuggeStions which they may deem advisable; and shall bring
to the attention of the Tmstees any matters upon which, in
their judgrent, the Trustees should be infomed.
They sha11 audit the accounts of the Superintendent, and
Shall advise with him as to the method and system of keeping
the accounts that he is required to keep; and all drafts made
by the Superintendent upon the Treasurer shall be approved,
before payment) by the Committee’Or by some member thereof
duly authorized.
The Cbmmittee shall have power to empIoy expert assist-
ance in exammlng aCCOuntS.
ARTICLE IV
Superintendent
I. At the Annual Meeting of the Trustees a Superintendent
Sha11 be appointed to hold o鯖ce for one year’Or until his suc-
CeSSOr is appointed’at Such salary as may be fixed by thc
Trustees.
2・ The Superintendent shall give his professional services
WhoIIy to the Hospital, and shall have the charge and controI
Of itJ including the immediate suI)erintendence of the medical
and surgical departments, eXCePt aS tO the treatment of pa-
tients. All the resident o航cers and employees of the Hospital
Shall be under his orders. He shall appoint and may discharge
a superintendent of nurses, an engineer) a housekeeper’and
Other employees. He sha’ll define their duties, and, Subject to
the approval of the Hospital Committee, fix the salaries and
WageS Of a11 persons employed by him. He shall purchase, Or
direct the purchase of? furniture, ProVisions, medicines, Sur-
gical inst調mentS, and other supplies狐d materials. He sha,ll
have charge of the medical and surgical supplies and instru-
ments required in the Hospital. He shall have power, With
the approval of the Hospital Committee’tO make any ordinary
repairs’tO an amOunt nOt exCeeding five hundred dollars.
3. He shall collect a11 dues from patients, and shall remit
Said dues to the Treasurer as often as once a month. He
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Shall keep an account of his receipts and expenditures, Which,
With vouchers, Shall be presented for appl.OVal to the Hospital
Committee monthlyJ Or Oftener if required. At each quarterly
meeting of the Trustees he shall present a statement of all
money received or disbursed by him in behalf of the Hospital
for the previous quarter, tOgether with a certificate that the
Same has been examined and audited by the Hospital Com-
mittee. With the approval of the Hospital Committee he shall
draw upon the Treasurer for any funds he may require.
4. He shall admit patients to the Hospital and assign them
to their several wards. He shall, With the approval of the
Hospital Committee, decide the rate to be charged for board,
Or’if any free beds be unoccupiedJ he may grant admission
to them. He shall keep, Or CauSe tO be kept, a reCOrd of the
name, SeX, age, birthplace, reSidence, and disease of every
applicant, and, if admitted, Of the date and terms of admis葛
Sion, and the dates of all discharges, and also the date of de-
CeaSe, in all cases; and this record, in a tabular form, Shall be
OPen tO the inspection of any of the Trustees a,nd of the mem-
bers of the Medical and Surgical Staff.
5. He shall report to the attending physicians or surgeon
the names of all patients whose time has expired; and at
each quarterly meeting of the Trustees he shal1 1ay before
them a list of all patients who have been in the house over
three months. He shall discharge patients, With the approval
Of the attending physician or surgeon.
6. He shall, in the absence of the visiting members of the
Medical and Surgica,1 Sta癒, decide upon the case臆Of any ad-
mitted patient suspected of being a触cted with any contagious
disease, and at once remove such patient from any ward, and,
in his discretion, from the Hospital. Whenever, in his judg-
ment’Patients misbehave’Or Violate any rules, he may remove
Or discharge them, rePOrting such cases, Without delay, tO the
Hospital Committee.
7. He shall report in writing to the Trustees, at eaCh of
their stated quarterly meetings, the condition of the Hospital
in its several departments during the preceding quarteL This
report shall exhibit the number of applicants for admission,
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the sex and birthplace of the applicants, the number refused,
the number of paying and of free patients admitted, the num-
ber discharged and their condition, the number deceased, and
the number of free and paying patients respectively remalnmg
in the Hospital. The report made by the Superintendent to
the Trustees at the quarterly meeting in January shall be for
the previous year.
8. He shall make any rules and regulations that he may
think fit for the govemment of the employees and patients,
and for the managements of the Hospital, nOt inconsistent
With the By-Laws of the coxporation or the Orders of the
Trustees.
9. He shall, uPOn the death of any patient, immediately
apprise his friends, Shall sign a certificate of death, and丸all
fumish the city registrar with a copy of the same. He shall
also state the time and cause of death, and the disposition made
Of the body, Whether delivered to friend§ Or buried from the
Hospital, and in the last case shall mention the place of in-
terment. He shall see tha,t nO autOPSy is made but with the
COnSent Of the family or friends of the deceased.
ARTICLE V
Medical and Surgical Sta鱈
I. The Trustees shall, at their Annual Meeting, aPPOint a
Medical and Surgical Staff, tO conSist of such physicians and
SurgeOnS aS the Trustees sha11 detemine. The members sha置l
hold o航ce for the term of one year and until their successors
are appointed.
2. There shall be a General Executive Committee, conSist-
ing of the two physicians of the Medical Executive Committee・
the two surgeons of the Surgical Executive Committee, and
the Superintendent. The Superintendent sha11 act as Secretary
of the Committee.
This Committee shall have general supervision of a11 work
relating to the treatment of patients.
The General Executive Committee shall prescribe, Su瞭¥
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to the confirmation of the Trustees, house rules for the man_
agement of the various medical and surgical departments.
No person shall be eligible to active service in any depart-
ment of the Hospital after attaining the age of sixty years.
After the retirement of the present senior physician and
§enior surg∞nS, those positions shall be abolished.
3. The Medical Sta蹄shall consist of a senior physician'
two physicians, Visiting physicians, aSSistant visiting physicians
and assistant physicians to the Out-Patient Department.
There shall be a Medical Executive Committee, tO COnSist
of the two physicians and the Superintendent. This Committee
shall have general direction of the medical services in a11 de-
partments of the Hospital. The Superintendent shall be the
Secretary of this Committee.
In case of proIonged absence of one of the Medical Execu-
tive Committee, Other than the Superintendent, the vacancy
shall be創Ied by the visiting physician on duty.
The senior physician sha11 designate to the Medical Execu-
tive Committee, the work he desires to do during the year.
All nominations shall be made by the Medical Executive
Committee to the Trustees for their action. ‘
Visiting physicians sha11 have such services as the Medical
Executive Committee determines. Assistant visiting physi-
cians sha11 be on duty in the Hospital and in the Out-Patient
Department as may be determined by the Medical Executive
Comm ittee.
4・ The Surgical Sta任shall consist of ‥ tWO Senior surgeons’
two surgeons, Visiting surgeons, aSSistant visiting surgeons・
assistants as required.
There shall be a Surgical Executive Committee’tO COnSist
of the two surgeons and the Superintendent of the Hospital’
and in matters pertaining to the obstetrical’Orthopa3dic, nOSe
and throat, eye and ear departments, a rePreSentative of that
special department shall be a member of this Committee.
This Committee shall have general charge of the surgical
services in all departments of the Hospital. The Superin-
tendent shall be Secretary of this Committee.
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In case of proIonged absence of a member of the Surgical
Executive Committee, Other than the Superintendent,血e va-
CanCy Shall be創Ied by the visiting surgeon on duty on the
SerVice of which the surgeon is absent.
The senior surgeons sha11 designate to the Surgical Execu-
tive Committee’at the begiming of each year’the work they
desire to do during the year.
Each surgeon shall have, under the direction of the Surgica,1
Executive Committeel entire charge of his service during the
Whole year. This service also includes the Out-Patient De-
Partment. A surgeon may operate upon such cases upon his
SerVice as he elects, Subject to the requirements of the Surgical
Executive Committee. He is responsible for all work done
On his service.
A visiting surgeon shall have a regular service of six months.
Visiting surgeons will do the routine service and in addition
they may have special work under the controI of the Surgical
Executive Committee. To aid them, there will be assistant
Visiting surgeons, Who言n addition to lthe routine work, may
also do special work.
All nominations shall be made by the Surgical Executive
Committee to the Trustees for their action.
Each surgeon, Visiting surgeon or assistant visiting surgeon
having special cases assigned him by the Surgical Executive
Committee shall prepare and present amually a lmonograph
upon the subject.
ARTICLE VI
No phy§ician or surgeon who owns, COnducts, Or is finan-
Cially interested in a private Hospital, Sha11 be eligible as a
member of the Medical or Surgical Sta鮮.
ARTICLE VII
Superintendent,s Assistant　　　　　-¥
I. The Trustees may, at their discretion, apPOint a physi-
Cian as Assistant to the Superintendent, tO be nomina,ted by
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him for the approva.l of血e Trustees. Such Assistant shall
live at the Hospital, and shall exercise such au血ority and
Perform such duties as may be prescribed by the Superin-
tendent. The salary of the Assistant shall be fixed by the
Trustees.
ARTICLE VHI
Intemes
重・ The Intemes shall be appointed by the Trustees upon the
nomination of the General Executive Committee. They shall
reside at the Hospital, and shall not absent themselves for
more than two hours at any time without the consent of the
Superintendent ; ahd on no account sha11 all be absent from the
Hospital at the same time, unless it be in attendance upon
medical lectures in the adjoining college at such time as their
Services may not be required in the Hospital.
2・ They sha11 accompany the attending physician or sur-
geon respectively in their daily visits, make a careful record
Of the cases, the treatmentl and the prescribed diet, PrePare
the medicine as directed’and deliver the same, tOgether wi血
the necessary orders’to the nurses, directly a.fter the moming
visit.
3. They shall have charge, under the direction of the Super-
intendent’Of血e medical and surgical apparatus, and the
library of the Hospital.
4. They shall attend to patients on their admission, and
Shall’under the direction of the Superintendent, make arrange-
ments for their comfort before they are seen by their regular
medical attendant; and) besides the moming visit with the
attending physician or surgeon, they shall make a daily even-
ing visit to each patient between the hours of 7 and 8 p. M.,
and at such other times as they may be requested to do so
by the Superintendent or nurse. They shall, When directed
by the Superintendent, See a11 persons who apply for admis-
Sion, either for themselves or their friends, and shall see or
Visit the patient before admission to the Hospital.
5. The duties of the Internes §hall be as nearly equally
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divided as may be expedient or practicable in the QPinion of
the Superintendent.
ARTICLE IX
Rules and Regulations Goveming the Admission and Care
of Patients
I・ Hospital ward rates are from $IO.5O tO $2I Per Week,
according to the size and location of the wards. Rates for
Private rooms are $2I and upwards per week, aCCOrding to
the size and location of the rooms. Any room occupied by
more than one patient is a ward.
2・ All patients on free beds or admitted as free patients,
all who pay reduced hospital rates, and all who pay not ex-
Ceeding $IO.5O a week are “house patients.,, All who pay
more than?IO.5O a Week but less than $2I a Week are also
``house patients,, unless they are the private patients of a
member of the Medical and Surgical Sta節・ House patients
Shall have gratuitous medical, Surgical, Or Obstetrical treatment
from the member of the Medical or Surgical Sta癒on duty.
Applicants for free care and treatment, Or for care ind treat-
ment at reduced rates’muSt Satisfy the Superintendent that
they are unable to pay Hospital rates.
3・ Patients who apply to the Hospital for care and
treatment at full rates of $2I a week and upwards shall be
entitled言f admitted, tO be at no expense for board and for
the services of a floor nurse for their reasona,ble needs. Such
Patients shall’before entrance’arrange With the physician,
SurgeOn, Or Obstetrician on duty, for payment of reasonable
PrOfe§Sional fees, and this arrangement shall be in writing,
Signed by the patient and the physician, SurgeOn’Or Obstetri-
Cian on duty’and shall be創ed by the Superintendent; but thc
Superintendent may’in his discretion, admit a patient into any
Ward or room without such arrangement, When he is satisfied
that such patient is unable to pay a professional fee, and言n
SuCh case’the patient shall be treated as a α house patient.,,
4. The private patient of any member of the Medical or
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Surgical Staff entering the Ho§Pital as such, and paying full
rates above $IO.5O a Week, Shall have the professional attend_
ance of the member whose private patient he is, and such
member shall make arrangement with the patient for such
recompense for his professional services as may be mutually
agreed upon’tO be paid after the patient has paid the Hospital
its regular full rate for board, nurSing, and extras.
Any nきember of the Massachusetts Homceopathic Medical
Society may, With the sanction of the General Executive Com-
mittee, Or the consent of the attending physician, SurgeOn, Or
Obstetrician and the Superintendent, attend his private batient
in the Hospital, under the provision of this rule ; PrOVided that
SuCh patient pays to the Hospital the full rate per week of
$2I Or uPWards, aCCOrding to the accommodations.
Provided, however, that any physician in good standing in
Massachusetts may so attend his private patient su籍ering from
SCarlet fever, Or diphtheria, in the John C. Haynes Memorial
buildings, With血e approval of the Superintendent.
5. No operation shall be undertaken in the Hospital by
Other than a member of the Surgical Sta節, Or by one of the
SPeCialists or obstetricians of the Medical and Surgical Sta鱈,
in his specialty, eXCePt With the sanction of the General Execu葛
tive Committee, Or the consent of the surgeon on duty and the
Sup erinten dent.
6. Extra charges will be made, exCePt for patients on free
beds, aS follows :
(I) For the board of each special nurse a charge of $I
for each day of twentyイour hours; it being understood that
血e patient shall be responsible directly to the nurse for her
regu]ar pay.
(2) High-Priced game, fruit or drugs, malt or alcoholic
liquors, and the various proprietary foods, emulsionsタetC.,
When used by the bottle; also special apparatus made to
order.
(3) Massage.
(4) Ambulance.
(5) Surgical supplies. This charge will be a fee of $5 tO
a11 paying patients who undergo surgical treatment, and is
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meant to cover cost of materials in the amphitheatre and of
after dressings.
Patients will be examined at the Hospital in Qrder to deter_
mine the advisability of admis§ion. The examination wi11 be
made gratuitously by the examining physician or surgeon duト
ing the regular hours of attendance, Which are usually between
II Å.M. and I2M.
All ouトPatients operated upon in the Hospital will be
Charged a fee of $2 for care and attention ; When occupying
a room, a fee of $4.
’ Accounts are rendered each Friday’and are either pre§ented
to the patients, Or Sent by mail to抽ends as desired. These
accounts are for the week in advance’and payment is so
requested. A pro rata amount will be refunded to the
Patient if leaving before the expiration of the date of the bill
aspaid.
General visiting days are Tuesdays, Thursdays’Saturdays,
and Sundays from 3 tO 4 P. M. No patient will be allowed to
See mOre than one visitor during any visiting hour. While
more latitude can be allowed those in private rooms, it is done
as a favor’and must be kept within proper limit. Physicians
Will therefore avoid telling their patients, 〃You may see
Visitors whenever you want to’" as it is entirely within the
control of血e Superintendent.
Patients are not allowed to §ee any One On the day of an
OPeration’nOr afterwards’until permi§Sion has been given by
the attending surgeon.
Relatives will not be received into the Hospital with the
Patients, nOr Wi11 they be allowed to remain with them during
the night, eXCePt by the express directions of the attending
Physician or surgeon, With the consent of the Superintendent.
A change in underwear, a Warm, loose wrapper, and soft
§lippers for use in first sitting up, are all the special dothing
required. So far as possible the bringing of large pieces of
baggage is to be avoided∴
Fruit, flowers’and delicacies are usually a11owed to patients’
but must not be given without consulting the nurse in charge’
and should be sent in small quantities to avoid waste. Con-
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fections of all kinds and articles of food are strictly prohibited,
and must not be brought to the Hospital.
After the necessity for admission to the Hospital has been
determined’the financial arrangements must be made with the
Superintendent’Who will otherwise not be responsible for any
misunderstanding of the ra.tes・
Free patients from places without this State will not be
admitted if there is a waiting list of those belonging to this
State.
All money and valuables belonging to patients mu§t be de-
POSited in the safe at the Hospit叫and a receipt will be given
therefor. Every reasonable prec壷tion wi11 be taken to guard
them safely.
ARTICLE X
General Rules for Patients
I. Patients? On admission’Shall give security satisfactory
to the Superintendent for the payment of expenses in the
Hospital.
2・ In cases of accident or emergency, Patients sha11 be ad-
mitted without delay, and provided for as well as circum-
StanCeS Will permit.
3. Persons suffering from syphilisJ delirium tremens, OPium
habit, Or insanity, Sha11 not be admitted.
4. No patient shall be allowed to remain longer than three
mon血s, eXCePt by血e consent of the Superintendent.
5. Whenever a patient is removed or discharged from the
Hospital without the consent of the attending physician or
SurgeOn, the Superintendent shall cause a statement of the
Circumstances of such removal or discharge to be entered on
the record of the Hospital.
6J Patients must be in their proper places in the wards
during the daily medical and surgical visits between II A. M.
and I2 M.’and always by 8 p. M., unless specially exempted
by the Superintendent.
7. Patients sha]l not visit other wards without the consent
Of the Superintendent.
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8. Those free patients who are able are expected to assist
in nursing and in other such services as may reasonably be
required of them.
9. No patient shall purchase, Or CauSe any member of the
household to purchase for him, any article of food or any other
article without the consent of the Superintendent.
IO. Profane or obscene language, nOisy or loud talking a,nd
incivility are prohibited.
II. The use of tobacco, Wine, and intoxicating liquors is
PrOhibited’unless prescribed by the attending physician or
SurgeOn、
|2・ fatients may be visited by clergymen of their own selec-
tion’and血e wish for the performance of any particular re-
1igious rite sha11 be indulged when pra.cticable.
I3. The調1es of the Hospital must be implicitly obeyed by
the patients. Should any patient wilfu11y or persistently dis-
regard these rules, the舟iends will be notified to take him
away’Or, failing to do so’he will be discharged.
I4. Complaints may be made to the Superintendent, and,
when reasonable, Shall be obviated or reported by him to the
Trustees.
ARTICLE XI
The Standing Orders are §ubject to alteration, amendment,
Or rePeal at the plea.sure of the Trustees; but they shall not
be altered, amended, rePealed or suspended at a meeting at
Which less血an fifteen members are present, unless notice has
been given in the call for the meeting血at changes in the
Standin答orders wi11 be proposed.
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* Members during term of o鉦ce.
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Homoeopathic Aid Association
The increased interest in the work of the Hospital has led
to the formation, in different pla.ces, Of associations for the
purpose of aiding this HospitalJ aS Well as other hom∝OPathic
institutions. Not only by the annual membership fees, but by
specia.l e鱈orts, SuCh as subscriptions, conCertSタlectures, Pri-
vate theatricals, fairs, co節ee parties, etC., Su航cient sums have
been raised to support one or more beds in the Hospital.
Similar associations in any town containing any considerable
number of persons friendly to homceopathy or to this Hospital’
would be of great service. The following Constitution has
been adopted ty those already formed :
Cons titu tio n
ⅣA放電
Am重C職I. This Association sha11 be called the
Pathic Aid Association.
Homc o一
ODJ巳C冒
AR富.. 2. Its object shall be to assist the Massachusetts Hom健opathic
Hospital, Or any Other homceopathic institution’When so decided by
a majority of the members at a regular meeting of the Association.
It may, ty annual dues, Subscriptions, entertainments, Or SuCh other
means as may be determined, SeCure the use of a bed in the Ma§Sa-
chusetts Homceopathic Hospital for worthy and needy patients・ in
accordance with the rules of the Hospital.
A即し3. Any person may become a member for one year by paying
one do11ar, Or a life member by paying ten do11ars at onc time・ therc-
for, to the Treasurer.
ART. 4. The o航cers §hall be a Pre§ident, tWO Vice-Presidents・ a
Secretary, and a Treasurer’Who shall form an Executive Committee.
They shall be elected (after the present year) at the Annual Meeting
of the Association, On the first Wednesday of October, for the term
of one year, Or until others are chosen. They shall perfom the duties
usually pertaining to their several o航ces.
重〇°
Roxbury Homoeopathic Aid Association
O鯖cers for 1915
P′eS細e加
MRS. SIDNEY M. HEDGES
Vわe。Pre5i寄e海S
M誌. SA櫨UEL H. CALDERWOO。　　　　　　　　M重SS IDA貰uNNEHAさl
T十eαSαγeγ
MISS E. A. HuNNEMAN
Se`γelのり
MRS. W重LLIAM O. CuRTIS
The Roxbury Homcc。Pathic Aid Association has held its two regular
meetings and had but little business at either. They go along doing what
good they can for the needy cases brought to their attention・ We have
placed three cases in the Hospital the last yearl a much smaller number
than usual, but they were greatly bene負ted and full of praise for the care
and attention they had received.
Respectfully submitted,
MARY J. CumIS,
上溝cγe細グッ.
Brookline Homoeopathic Aid Association
O組cers for 1915
Pres物elu
MISS H. AI,MA CuMMINGS
Vわe-PγeS徹e郷tS
MRS. J. W. CLAPP MRS. J. W. EDGERE.Y
音　Seoγeiαγγ
MRS. MAUR重CE WoRCESTB膿Tu恥NER
アシeas鋤reγ
MISS AMY CLAPP
E弼Culゐe Boαγd
MRS. G. W. LEWIS MRS. W. P. DEFR重EZ
濃書誌盈豊㌻∴∴盤:罷藍器富
MRS. C. W. KELLOGG
The thirteenth amual meeting was held Wednesday, OctOber 2|, I9|4,
at the home of the President, 16 Kermard Road.
Several patients were sent to the Massa,Chusetts Homceopathic Hoapi-
tal and to Sumy Bank Home. The Brookline room at the latter place was
repainted ind new muslin curtains for the windows prooured, an being paid
for by this Association.
It was with regret that we leamed of the dea,th of one of our members
this last summer, Mrs. A. S. Foster.
A寄りY R. TuR鵬R,
」弗c′eめり,
Methods of Aiding the Massachusetts Homceopathic
Hospital
Any person can aid the Hospital by contributing in either
Of the following ways :
I. Donations of money重n any amOunt and at any time, aS
it is always needed; also of fruit’魚owers’Vegetables, PrO-
Visions, booksタOmamentS, Clbthing, bandages, Old
Whatever is necessary or useful for the sick.
2. Annual subscriptions, tO be paid at any time
year, and continued at the will of the donor.
3. One hundred dollars for membership.
4. One hundred and fifty dollars annua11y for
to be used six months in the year.
5. One thousand dollars for a free bed, to be
months each year during the donor’s life.
6. Twenty-five hundred dollars for a free bed,
all the time, if desired, during the donor’§ 1ife.
7. Five thousand dollars for a permanent free
may be kept always occupied by the donor.
linen, and
during the
a free bed,
used thre
to be used
bed, Which
8. Any sum of money given or collected for free beds, for
which a certificate is issued which entitles the holder to a free
bed within one year, tO the full amount of the certificate at
the establi§hedl Hospital rates. By this method, almost any
PerSOn may SeCure the controI of a free bed.
Form of Bequest
Give and bequea血to the Massachusetts Homceor
pathic Hospital, tO be paid by my executors to the person
acting as TreasurerJ the sum of … … … … … … ‥dollars・
to be applied to the charitable u§eS and purposes o番said Hos-
pital under the direction of its Board of Officers.
工°3
Officers of the Sunny Bank Home
TALBOT ALDRICH
Ez腿H. BA藍E最
B. P最ESTON (丸AR藍
CHARLES R. CoDMAN
MARQUIS F. D重CKINSON
CHARLES F. DowsE
191与
Preside融
EDWARD H. MASON
協`e-PγeSide海s
WAし腿R WESSEし櫨O田田富, M. D.
HENRY S. GREW
T勅sIees
N. EMMONS PA重NE, M.D.
WM. S. RICHARDSON
W. F. WH基調EHOR雷
MRS. THOMAS BA重LEY ALDRTCE
MRS. FRANC重S R, ALI,EN
MISS HELEN CoI,LAMORE
MRS. R〇日E録冒D. EvANS
Tγeα駒γeγ
ARTHUR F. Es冒ABROOK, I5 State Street, Boston
Cおγ鳥
TALBOT ALDRICH, 60 State Street, Boston
A udi10γS
JoHN H. KENDALL
恩義eCuあe Cbmmi妨e
EzRA H. BAKER
ARTHUR F. EsTABROOK
B. PRES富ON αARR
MISS HEI,EN CoI,I,AMORE
工04
Sunny Bank Home
Movement of Population
Number rema,ining Decembef 3I, I9I3.
Number admitted du血g year I9霊4. ‥
Number treated during the yea,r… ・ ・ ‥
Number discharged du血g the year …
Ntmber remaining December 3I, I9I4・
T〇七al number da,ys board fumished ‥ ・
Daily average number of patients. ‥ ‥
Daily per capita cost… … ‥ " … ‥ ‥
Receipts
Board…… ….音
Fa重皿……..‥
Medical supplies.
Sundries... ‥ ‥
Tot社,‥‥‥.
鈴4○○. 42
.75
23.82
Expenditures
Provisions‥‥.‥.‥‥‥‥‥‥.‥.‥.
Fuelandlight‥‥.‥.‥‥‥・‥・‥‥
Iceandwater..‥‥‥‥‥‥.‥‥.‥.
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